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WORLD IN BRIEF

EBU to update
5G rules

GENEVA – Following the call
for an open and interoperable
5G technology platform in July
this year, the EBU is reviewing
the EU Telecoms package as an
opportunity to modernise rules
that support media pluralism and
cultural diversity. Acknowledging
the opportunities 5G may bring,
the EBU considers these rules essential, reflecting the evolution
of viewing habits and the type of
services provided by broadcasters.

A Smart OTT move

SAN RAMON – The Smart TV Alliance is merging its activities with
those of the HbbTV Association,
in order to bring a more efficient
approach in developing over-thetop (OTT) services. The joint partnership will allow developers to
create applications for broadcast
and broadband delivery via connected TV or set-top box using
a common HbbTV specification.

NHK filming
The Louvre in 8K

TOKYO – In collaboration with
France’s The Louvre museum,
Japanese public broadcaster
NHK shot The Louvre: A Time
Transcending Beauty in 8K, which
includes footage of nine famous
art pieces such as the Venus de
Milo and the Mona Lisa. Using the
latest technology, including wide
colour gamut and high dynamic
range, NHK delivered a broader
spectrum of colours and contrast
to create a more vivid viewing
experience.
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IP interoperability
has arrived
by shawn liew

AMSTERDAM – In an industry
where competition is arguably
fiercer than it has even been, the
ability to bring a host of broadcast
equipment and solutions providers
to work together on a common
goal — many of whom remain
direct competitors to one another
— perhaps tells its own story.
Formed last December, the
Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS), an independent trade alliance advocating for open standards
and interoperability in broadcast IP,
has now passed the 50-member
milestone, and its growth is showing little signs of abating.
Mike Cronk, chairman of the
AIMS board, told APB: “The reason
AIMS has grown so fast is because
it is based on a really powerful idea.
When you drive to build a network,
and IP fundamentally needs a network, the value of that network to
the companies involved is directly

While there are member companies within AIMS who are conducting
proprietary IP implementations, even they acknowledge that the industry
collectively has to adopt an interoperable approach to IP, said Mike Cronk,
chairman of the AIMS board.

proportionate to the number of
systems, people and companies
connected to the network.”
Reiterating AIMS’ mission statement of fostering the adoption

of a common, ubiquitous set
of protocols for interoperability over IP, Cronk points to AIMS’
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Borneo is a 10-part half-hour series
that will give viewers an exclusive look
into the remote regions of the island.

Series to explore
wonders of Borneo
SINGAPORE – Local production
company Beach House Pictures
(BHP) is teaming up with Malaysian
producer Kyanite TV to produce
Borneo, the “biggest” factual coproduction deal between Singapore and Malaysia.
Alongside Discovery Networks
Asia-Pacific, UKTV, the Infocomm
Media Development Authority of
Singapore (IMDA) and Perbadan
Kemajuan Filem Nasional Malaysia
(FINAS), BHP and Kyanite TV will
bring viewers an exclusive look into
the most remote regions of Borneo,
the world’s third largest island.
A 10-part half-hour series, Borneo will explore the island’s tropical
landscape and rich biodiversity,
as well as follow people from different backgrounds, nationalities
and cultures, united in a battle to
uncover, understand and protect its
rainforests, flora and fauna.

Pay-TV Innovation Forum: It’s all about the content
SINGAPORE – While broadcasters and pay-TV
operators around the world find themselves
caught up in the new wave of technology
transformation sweeping the TV industry, it is
perhaps prudent not to lose sight of the fact that
emerging technologies are but enablers in the
overall drive to deliver to viewers the content
they demand today.

In Asia-Pacific, in particular, which remains
one of the most fragmented and diversified
regions in the world, there is an appetite for
all types of content. This, in turn, is creating a
“unique opportunity” for pay-TV service providers, according to a new report released by the
Pay-TV Innovation Forum entitled The Pay-TV
Innovation Landscape in Asia-Pacific.

The Pay-TV Innovation Forum is a new
global research programme designed by Nagra,
in collaboration with MTM, a research and
strategy consulting firm.
The report, the second in a series covering
global markets, provides an overview of the
pay-TV innovation landscape and explores
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EDITORIAL

Are you ready to take
that first step to IP?
The broadcast TV industry has been undergoing a
number of key transformations and some have been
era-defining, including the transition from blackand-white TV to colour TV.
Others have been shortlived — 3DTV comes
readily to mind — while others, such as the transition from analogue to digital TV are slowly but
surely changing the face of television and viewing
behaviour.
But as IBC 2016 once again demonstrated, one
of the biggest transformations to perhaps impact
the broadcast industry in the near future is, arguably,
the transition to IP.
For the uninitiated, this transition can be harrowing. After all, the industry is talking about relegating
tried-and-tested SDI infrastructures to the role of
backbencher, and for many broadcasters, numerous
questions remain about the viability of IP-based
broadcast systems.
For instance, how can they bring together disparate pieces of equipment from different vendors
to form a best-of-breed solution to support an IPbased infrastructure?
The answer may well lie in the creation of an
industry roadmap that calls for interoperability and
open standards in broadcast IP. If developments in
the past months are any indicators, the very same
vendors that broadcasters have been turning to will
be adopting a roadmap being put together under
the auspices of the Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS).
Less than a year into its formation, AIMS has
already garnered more than 50 members as it
continues to advocate a common ubiquitous set of
protocols for interoperability over IP.
And while ‘unprecedented’ may be an overly
utilised word in the announcement of technology
“breakthroughs” and partnerships, even the most
stringent critic would find it hard-pressed to deny the
approach of AIMS to be anything but unprecedented.
After all, this is an industry grouping featuring

Stay connected with

companies that are essentially competing against
one another in an increasingly competitive market
place. To further muddy the waters, there are companies within the grouping that are also actively
developing proprietary IP standards of their own.
While this may seem like a measured approach,
it is a necessary one, because even companies who
are undertaking proprietary implementations are
acknowledging that, in order to be successful, the
industry needs to collectively adopt ‘one interoperable approach’ to IP, maintained Mike Cronk, chairman of the AIMS board of directors.
He told APB that the unifying standard moving
forward would be SMPTE SD-2110, which all AIMS
members, including those working on their own
standards, are committed to supporting.
As IBC 2016’s IP Interoperability Zone — where
more than 30 companies jointly demonstrated IP
interoperability — proved, broadcast IP can happen
today, said Cronk.
Whether broadcasters are ready to implement
full IP-based systems is a point of contention that
needs to be continually addressed; a hybrid deployment of IP/SDI may be the best way forward in the
interim.
But, as Cronk advised, be bold enough to take
that first step, no matter how small it may be. One
can start with an IP proof-of-concept, so staff can
become familiar and comfortable with the technology as there will come a time when an actual switch
to IP will take place.
The transformation to the broadcast landscape
brought forth by IP has begun in earnest — will you
be ready for it?
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Retiring SMPTE director of Standards and Engineering Peter Symes charts
SMPTE’s role in standards creation as the organisation celebrates its centennial
year.
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Riedel enhances intercom technology portfolio with key acquisitions
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Delec.
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Axon’s Cerebrum control and monitoring helps CTV deliver Open Golf
coverage
For the second year running, Axon Digital Design’s Cerebrum control and
monitoring system helped CTV Outside Broadcast make light weight of the
“extremely complex” technical infrastructure required to deliver the Open Golf
Championship.
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SMPTE celebrates centennial year
by peter symes

At its founding in 1916, the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) began its work to foster interoperability in the motion-imaging field.
Its first priority was to standardise film
formats. Over the decades since that
time, both the scope and complexity of
technology in motion-imaging ramped
up, particularly in the 1980s and 1990s.
Since then, SMPTE, along with the industry as a whole, has struggled with a
challenging economic climate, although
the Society has used this as an opportunuity to evolve.
The development of effective standards requires strong contributions from
both manufacturing and user communities, and the benefits are usually not
immediate. The economic downturns of
the 1990s and this century led to tighter
budgets and, more significantly, to company managements being measured
largely on “this quarter’s” financial results.
In a manufacturing organisation, the
importance of standards participation to
the future bottom line is evident, particularly when a company can influence
the direction of new standards to match
the direction of its product development.
Some companies recognise this and
commit to reasonably consistent support of standards activities, even during
difficult times.
Other organisations
often pay lip service to the
importance of standards
but, when an edict is given
to reduce budgets or headcount, they allow shortterm interests to dictate
that standards participation
be drastically reduced, or even eliminated. So, even in the manufacturing
field, participation can be erratic. This,
of course, leads to the few consistent
companies having much greater influence on the standards being developed.
The situation is much worse when
we consider user organisations, where it
is more difficult to quantify the bottomline benefits of standards participation.
Some user companies outsource many
of their technology needs and, increasingly, the required expertise for standards
development is to be found in small, fastmoving, specialist companies that quite
simply cannot afford the expense or time
loss inherent in their experts travelling to
standards meetings.
SMPTE has recognised these challenges and introduced new technologies
into its standards process, such as online
meeting platforms, to create a more accessible process and, in turn, rebuild its
user community. SMPTE must support
standards development in the most efficient and accessible way, while helping
users to recognise the importance of
standards participation to their future
bottom line.
Although the technologies we use,
and the technologies we standardise,
have transformed dramatically over the
past 100 years, in some ways the work
of SMPTE has changed very little. Fun-

Peter Symes has been
SMPTE Director of
Standards and Engineering
since 2007. He will be
retiring from his position
this year.

damentally, we gather the experts and
debate the pros and cons of different
techniques and parameters to arrive at
a standard that will meet users’ needs,
ensure interoperability and benefit the
industry as a whole.
Following the adoption of the
National Television System Committee
(NTSC) television transmission system
in 1953, SMPTE’s focus became the
development of studio standards for
creating content for transmission. These
standards vastly increased the degree
of interoperability so that users could
purchase equipment from a variety of
manufacturers according to their needs
— confident that, for example, connectors, signal levels and timing would all
be compatible.
In the 1980s, SMPTE worked with
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
to develop proposals for digital studio standards, and this led to SMPTE’s
role being extended beyond North
America to serve the global television
community.
In 1981, when NHK, Japan’s public
broadcasting service, demonstrated its
5:3 high-definition television (HDTV) system at the SMPTE winter conference, the
Society became heavily involved in setting standards for high-definition (HD),
even convincing the Japanese industry to
adopt the preferred aspect ratio of 16:9,
and eventually the square pixel array
recommended by the computer industry.
In the early days, television was
ephemeral — once a programme was
created live and transmitted, it generally
disappeared forever. The ability to record
productions led to the need to identify
these recordings. In both film and tele
vision, the information was logged in the
form of handwritten or printed labels.
Soon, another joint SMPTE/EBU Task
Force identified the need to transmit
and store extensive metadata. The early
systems developed for metadata are
now being revised to take advantage of
modern tools, and of the lessons learnt
over two decades of use.
Around the same time, it became
practical to store digital programme files,
including video, audio and metadata, on
computer disk systems, and so evolved
the need for standardised file formats
to permit interoperability in file-based
operations. The first format standardised,

the General eXchange Format (GXF),
was relatively simple. It was followed by
the Material eXchange Format (MXF), a
format intended to be extremely flexible and versatile. In retrospect, MXF
may have been overly ambitious and
offered just too much flexibility. Over
the years, MXF has been “tamed” by the
development of a variety of Operational
Patterns (OPs) and other constrained
versions, and has become the dominant
container format for professional video
and audio media.
SMPTE’s greatest accomplishment
for the movie industry has been its role
in the development of digital cinema and
the many necessary standards. It’s not
very often one is presented the opportunity to reinvent a 100-year-old business,
and that is exactly what the industry
did with digital cinema. Starting in the
1990s, new projectors demonstrated the
feasibility of high-quality digital projection. Studios and distributors were keen
to find an alternative to 35mm release
prints for distribution to cinemas. Release
prints are expensive to manufacture,
expensive to transport, and have only
a short useful life — at one point Hollywood was spending in excess of US$1
billion per year, creating and distributing
release prints.
Some advocated using HDTV standards for D-Cinema distribution. However
it was evident to cinematographers that
such a system could not convey the necessary contrast range or image subtlety.
SMPTE approached digital cinema as a
distinct field, in some cases building on
technologies developed for television,
but with extensive research and development with the clear goal of meeting

or exceeding the quality that could be
achieved with a 35mm print. I recall a
key moment during a 2K projector demo
with a wet-gate print on one side of a
screen and the digital print on the other,
when my colleagues and I, and even
the “golden-eyed” cinematographers,
exchanged looks, all thinking, “We’re
there!” Since that time, digital cinema has
been implemented at a rate that vastly
exceeded anyone’s expectations. Today,
90% of screens across the globe are using
digital cinema technology.
The development of D-Cinema
included a solution to a major problem
— the number of versions of a movie that
need to be created. Apart from obvious
variants such as dialogue language and
subtitle language, there are multiple
requirements for image format, explicit
content, permissible violence and more.
The D-Cinema system was designed for
a single distribution that includes all
unique image, sound and subtitle elements, and a Composition Play List (CPL)
for each version that orchestrates playout
of the correct sequences and combinations for a given version. The versioning
issue is even greater in the television
industry, and a similar concept was
adopted as the core of the Interoperable
Master Format (IMF) developed in recent
years, and that promises to be one of
SMPTE’s most widely adopted standards.
As SMPTE moves into its next century, the Society enters an era of further
dramatic change. Across the broadcast
and cinema industries, the shift towards
IT-based systems will require that SMPTE
provides standards that serve as “middleware” — protocols, application programme interfaces (APIs), and software.
Already, many recent standards are enabling that shift, and further development
— including the ongoing creation of the
new SMPTE 2110 standard to transport
audio and video over IP networks — will
pave the way for even broader use of
IT hardware-based systems and IP connections for all types of work, real-time
or not.
Although I’ll no longer enjoy the role
of SMPTE staff insider, I look forward to
the exciting work ahead. When I think of
all advancements that I have seen in the
industry during my career, I can’t help
but believe that this may be a time of
even more rapid evolution in technology. The need for SMPTE standards is
as strong now, if not stronger, as it ever
has been!
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Co-existence in a
crowded market
BANGKOK – In an increasingly fragmented market, how can content be effectively
monetised, and what are some of the key
challenges facing broadcast operators in
a radically changing market landscape?
These questions, and more, were discussed at the CASBAA Thailand-in-View
2016, held last month in Bangkok. When
asked by Christopher Slaugher, CEO of
CASBAA, on the finer points of managing the rapid changes in the Thai TV
industry, True Corporation’s chief content
officer, Birathon Kasemsri Na Ayudhaya,
answered: “We are constantly thinking of
‘what’s next, what’s next, what’s next?’.”
One strategy currently deployed by
True is to use its newly acquired rights to
the English Premier League football, to
make a portion of the matches available
on mobile for Bt$29 (US$1) per match.
Patompong Sirachairat, COO and VP
of Thai media company Mono Technology, identified piracy as the main threat
to the Thai TV industry. “In this country,
people can get content anywhere and
anytime for free,” he explained. “The
pirate sites’ ability to provide content
quickly is a real obstacle for over-the-top
(OTT) service providers.”
And creating exclusive, localised
content remains a key agenda for Netflix,
reported Tony Zameczkowski, VP of Business Development Asia, Netflix.
“Netflix is working closely with our
partners in Thailand,” he said. “We’re
learning from them about the best sort
of content to develop to serve local
audiences.”

Localised content will attract new viewers
18

CASBAA’s Christopher Slaughter led some
of the key discussions at the CASBAA
Thailand-in-View 2016, held in Bangkok
last month.

Joe Suteestarpon, CEO of Mediaplex
International, a content provider, while
agreeing that local content is vital in
keeping subscribers happy, stressed the
equal importance of the user experience.
“By releasing new features and improving the payment process, we ensure
that transactions are easier and more
efficient,” he added.
With the ubiquitous use of social media today, it is perhaps not surprising that
broadcasters are increasingly integrating social media to reach out and bring
in new subscribers. Social media is the
first step for people to get comfortable
and become familiar with programmes,
suggested Alexandre Muller, managing
director APAC, TV5 Monde.
Indeed, social media is today playing a role in every aspect of Sony’s new
productions, according to Jef Lim, VP,
production, Sony Pictures Television
Networks, Asia. He agreed, saying: “From
content conception, production and airing, social media is an integral part of
every programme today.”

developments in Asia-Pacific,
focusing predominantly on
South-east Asia and Australasia.
“As operators continue to
redefine their content delivery
strategies, will localised content
play an increasingly role?” APB
asked Simon Trudelle, senior
director, product marketing,
Nagra.
He responded: “Looking at
the European example, where
such diversity is also the market
reality, it is clear that localised
content can help service providers attract new subscribers
and differentiate their offerings
in an increasingly competitive
TV and video market.”
It must be noted however
that localised content should
be part of an overall strategy
that also includes global content — if service providers are
to diversify and reach a wider
customer base.
The continued popularity
of Netflix, HBO Original Series,
Hollywood blockbuster movies
and live sports shows nonetheless is a clear indicator that
there is a big market for global
content, including in Asia,
Trudelle pointed out.
Having said that, he acknowledged that strategies
may still differ, as the market is
even now evolving in response
to changing consumption patterns and customer needs.

“With the growing availability of content and multiscreen devices, consumers are
increasingly expecting content
on their own terms, and overthe-top (OTT) TV is an enabler
for that,” he continued. “This
can be seen as a challenge for
service providers, who risk seeing some of their subscribers
trading down their full packages for cheaper propositions.”
The end-goal, Trudelle advised, is to offer the best value
for money to every customer
segment.
He added that better segmentation of the market would
allow service providers to grow
their revenues, thus leading to
a higher market penetration of
pay-TV services, and thereby
deter consumers from “shoddy”
pirate services, particularly in
Asia.
And while the power of
choice has shifted inexorably
towards the consumer, fixed
content packages are unlikely
to go away just yet.
Citing the example of OTT
TVoD (transactional-video-on-

demand), Trudelle explained:
“The initial thinking was that
OTT TVoD would put the power
in the hands of the consumer,
with a pay-per-view model offering full flexibility.
“However, experience shows
that consumers in Asia, and
worldwide in fact, are usually hesitant to pay for every
piece of content they consume,
as they perceive their total
monthly bill to be then higher
than it should be, pushing down
consumption and revenues in
the end.”
Another key takeaway from
the The Pay-TV Innovation
Landscape in Asia-Pacific report
is the importance of ensuring
that content is delivered across
all screens — from smartphones
to big-screen TV sets — in order
to win and keep subscribers.
And this is where enabler technologies come in,
as Trudelle concluded: “This
implies leveraging IP and hybrid networks, as well as cloud
technology and infrastructure,
to drive rapid innovation and
smart operations.”

❝It is clear that localised content

can help service providers attract
new subscribers and differentiate
their offerings in an increasingly
competitive TV and video market.❞
— Simon Trudelle,
Senior Director, Product Marketing, Nagra

AIMS to propagate SMPTE SD-2110 as a unifying standard for IP
18
unprecedented approach, something that he has not witnessed
in a career spanning more than
20 years.
Cronk is also VP of core technologies at Grass Valley, a founding
member of AIMS.
“Companies that have always
been fiercely competitive have
recognised the value of pushing a
true standards-based approach to
avoid the fragmentation we have
seen all too often in our industry,”
he explained.
This is happening, in spite of
the fact that within AIMS there
are member companies that are
conducting proprietary implementations. While there are member
companies within AIMS who are
conducting proprietary IP implementations, even they acknowledge that the industry collectively
has to adopt an interoperable approach or a common standard.
The unifying standard, Cronk
believes, will be SMPTE SD-2110,
which all companies, including
those currently working on their
own standards, are supporting.
SMPTE SD-2110 prescribes how
to use IP in live production, as well

as “paving the way” for virtualisation and increased flexibility.
“The key, in terms of bringing
everybody together, is not to focus
on the differences we have today,
but to concentrate on the common
points for the future,” he added.
And the future may already be
here, if the IP Interoperability Zone
at IBC 2016 served as an indicator.
Sponsored by AIMS and IABM,
the IP Interoperability Zone featured demonstrations from more
than 30 companies, on IP inter
operability based on the technologies of the AES (Audio Engineering Society) and the Joint Task Force
on Networked Media (JT-NM), a
combined initiative of AMWA (Advanced Media Workflow Association), EBU (European Broadcasting
Union), SMPTE (Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers)
and VSF (Video Services Forum).
Simultaneously, Belgian public
broadcaster VRT, in conjunction
with the EBU, also showcased a
live IP TV production workflow,
based on the ongoing work of
the LiveIP Project. A collaboration
between the VRT, EBU and a group
of broadcast technology partners,
the objective of the LiveIP Project
is to build and operate a Live TV

production studio with state-ofthe-art IP-based and IT-centric
hardware and software.
IP is not a replacement for
existing SDI infrastructure; rather,
it represents a solution for the
broadcast industry to move forward, a conference session at the
IBC 2016 Conference concluded.
Felix Poulin, senior engineer
and project manager, Media Production Technologies, EBU, and
who was part of the panel, said:
“The big drivers at this moment
are broadcasters who are building
a new facility as they need to be
proactive in understanding what
type of technologies they should
approach.”
He also highlighted the important role organisations such as AIMS
are playing, in bringing together
diverse organisations to create a
level of convergence and collaboration, so as to provide a better understanding of IP for broadcasters.
And even for broadcasters who
may not have a big rebuild to come
for a number of years yet, start
now with an IP proof-of-concept,
so that staff can begin to learn and
become familiar and comfortable
with the technology.
What the IP Interoperability

Zone has demonstrated, Cronk
added, is that broadcast IP can
happen today, even if a natural
conservatism pervades across the
broadcast industry. “Broadcasters
will have different tolerance levels
when it comes to being at the leading edge of technology innovation.
“That’s understandable but if
you start learning now, you will
be able to find out for yourself
the challenges involved, and gain
that comfort [to launch IP-based
systems].
“Even if you are still doing SD
today, the potential to just go IP,
instead of doing HD-SDI, is there.
In the process, you save a whole
bunch of money while getting a
lot more capabilities.”
And while only about 10% of
AIMS’ current membership comprises broadcasters, Cronk invites
broadcasters to come forward to
be part of AIMS.
“When broadcasters join AIMS,
there are so many companies who
have these broadcasters as their
customers. They can then influence other companies to go on this
common roadmap,” he detailed.
“The more people who support
a common standard, the more
choices broadcasters will have.

This helps in pricing, in selection
capabilities — and broadcasters are
then able to select best-of-breed
solutions.”
Another key aim for AIMS —
no pun intended — is to be more
involved in Asia, and to generally
increase outreach across the region, by being present, for example, at regional trade shows such as
BroadcastAsia and Inter BEE.
Cronk elaborated: “We have
in Asia right now six members in
Japan and one in China, and we
want to be very forward in how we
reach countries in Asia.
“We feel that it is important to
bring AIMS’ international message
to Asia in local languages.
“When we have enough members in certain countries, we form
what we call a marketing subgroup; for instance, there is an
AIMS Japan marketing working
group. AIMS then helps fund marketing activities that are conducted
in Japanese.
“We want to do this in Mandarin and other languages as well,
so that we can reach a critical mass
in terms of AIMS membership,” he
concluded.
— Additional reporting by
Josephine Tan

The Blackmagic URSA Studio Viewfinder turns your
URSA Mini into the ultimate live studio camera!
Now you can turn URSA Mini into a professional live production
camera by adding the URSA Studio Viewfinder! Featuring a large 7”
screen with variable tension mounting points, tally and external
controls, the URSA Studio Viewfinder integrates perfectly with URSA
Mini. You get live production features and true digital film quality
images with incredible texture, detail and color that are far superior
to standard broadcast cameras!

Studio or On Location
Operating a camera at live concerts, sports, and long events can be
back breaking if you have to look through a tiny eyepiece all day!
The URSA Studio Viewfinder has a large display with handles and
external controls that let you comfortably stand behind the camera
and follow the action for hours on end! The rugged external controls
let you adjust settings without taking your eyes off the action, plus
tally lights make it easy to identify which camera is live!

Designed for Live Production
The all metal design of the URSA Studio Viewfinder features the
highest quality variable tension mounting points and an articulated
arm that lets you adjust the position and angle of the viewfinder. You
can set the perfect amount of resistance, allowing you to move the
viewfinder independent of the camera! This lets you keep the
viewfinder still and your eyes on the screen, while quickly panning
the camera to follow things like fast action sports!

www.blackmagicdesign.com/sg
*SRP is Exclusive of Taxes. Lens and accessories sold separately.

Control at Your Fingertips
The URSA Studio Viewfinder features extremely high quality buttons
and dials that are perfectly positioned so you can quickly display
frame guides, focus overlays and change settings! The menu dial
lets you fly through options as well as magnify the image to check
detail and focus. You also get dedicated brightness, contrast and
focus peaking knobs, along with three customizable function buttons
for zebra displays, custom LUTs, edge focus detection and more!

Advanced SDI Control Protocol
The combination of URSA Mini and URSA Studio Viewfinder give you
a complete studio camera that can be controlled remotely using
Blackmagic Design’s advanced SDI control protocol! This protocol
uses available space in the SDI stream for talkback and to send data,
commands as well as video back to the camera on its program input.
You can turn on the viewfinder tally light, balance camera color,
adjust focus and more, right from your ATEM switcher without having
to run any additional control cables!

Blackmagic URSA Studio Viewfinder
Blackmagic URSA Mini from

S$2,425*
S$4,045*
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Adapting
loudness in the
multicasting
scenario
The broadcast industry has assisted in
the rapid transition from peak limiting processing to audio mixing and
mastering “best practices” that entirely
rely on the so-called “Loudness Paradigm”. This revolution has affected all
technical operations from production
to transmission. It deeply changed
the way digital audio is approached,
processed and ultimately perceived.
Has this change improved the listening
experience for the viewer?
Definitely yes, and for many reasons. Viewers are being provided
with consistent loudness levels and
the overall listening experience has
generally improved. Music producers
and sound mixers have been freed
from the restrictions and the artifacts
generated by over-compression and
peak limiting. They could finally regain
control of dynamics processors in a
way to use them as sound designing
tools, with the benefit of greater digital
headroom that allows the creative use
of the entire sonic palette.
However, the scenario evolved
again and new tools became necessary
to deal with the challenges that are
facing the horizon of media entertainment. While file-based processing has
the benefit of tailoring the loudness
adaptation with no time constraints,
it cannot fulfill the requirements of
live productions and of multicast
distribution.
In fact, broadcasting is not just preproduced content from one digital feed
to the TV, but can occur via multiple
streams including cable, digital terrestrial television (DTT), over-the-top
(OTT) and through multiple devices
such as flat-screen displays, smartphones, gaming consoles or home
cinema.
The unique audio characteristics,
in terms of channel configuration,
dynamics, frequency range and SPL,
presented by those devices require
customised loudness adaptation that
needs to be based on more sophisticated technologies than the ones we have
been using in the past decade. Critical
aspects include dialogue intelligibility, sound degradation, alterations of
the mixing balance and foreground
sounds modulations.
Although loudness compliance can
still be achieved, the aim of providing listening comfort would fail if the

Alessandro
Travaglini,
Product Manager,
Research &
Development Group,
Minnetonka Audio
& Linear Acoustic
TV Solutions Group

The next wave of loudness
control requirements will
focus more on adaptability
to provide an excellent
listening experience across
the multitude of delivery
specifications and devices.
adaptation could not address those
specific issues, especially for the unpredictable multicasting environment.
The complexities that characterise the
current broadcast universe, which
include linear and non-linear television, are definitely greater than they
were when loudness normalisation was
first adopted.
The next wave of loudness control requirements will focus more on
adaptability to provide an excellent
listening experience across the multitude of delivery specifications and devices, such as live streaming and multiscreen broadcasts. File-based and
real-time operations need to coexist in
order to provide a consistent listening
experience to viewers while complying
with regulatory requirements. Sound
quality must be preserved, or even
enhanced when possible.
The Linear Acoustic APTO ecosystem is a loudness adaptation technology consisting of APTO.file for filebased and APTO.stream for real-time
workflows that uses psychoacoustic
findings and adaptive algorithms to
provide uncompromised loudness
consistency with full regulatory compliance for many different platforms,
devices and standards.
Linear Acoustic APTO provides
fully coherent channels and mix balance, dialogue intelligibility, controllable target values and very efficient
processing time. This achieves uncompromised loudness consistency
throughout the broadcast chain, and
ultimately benefits the viewer. q
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The stage is set
for DVB Asia 2016
BANGKOK – Following the success of the
DVB World conferences over the past 16
years, DVB will now hold its first-ever DVB
conference in Asia.
To be held at the InterContinental Hotel
in Bangkok from November 29-December
1, the three-day conference programme
will concentrate specifically on the region's
digital TV needs. The inaugural event will
also provide attendees with an “unrivalled
opportunity” to meet leading DVB and
industry experts, who will deliver a range of
opinions and guidance on the transition to
HD and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) with emerging
High Dynamic Range (HDR), High Frame Rate
(HFR) and much more.
The event will open with a DVBT2 Masterclass led by Professor
Ulrich Reimers of the Technical University Braunschweig in Germany. Professor
Reimers is the former chairman of the DVB
Technical Module from 1992-2012. He is
regarded as a pioneer of digital television
and was elected to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
Hall of Fame as one of its most
important personalities.
Immediately following
the conference, a workshop entitled UHD — What you must
know about HDR (High Dynamic Range),
HFR (High Frame Rate) and NGA (Next
Generation Audio) will be conducted by
Professor Ulrich
Reimers (left) of the
Technical University
Braunschweig in
Germany, and former
chairman of the DVB
Technical Module from
1992-2012, will kick
off the inaugural DVB
Asia 2016 Conference
& Exhibition with a
DVB-T2 Masterclass.

Attendees can look
forward to a workshop
entitled UHD — What
you must know about
HDR (High Dynamic
Range), HFR (High
Frame Rate), and NGA
(Next Generation
Audio), which will
be conducted by
David Wood (right),
chairman of the DVB
Commercial Module
for UHDTV, and
consultant to the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) in technology and innovation.

David Wood, chairman of the DVB Commercial Module for UHDTV, and consultant
to the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) in
technology and innovation. Having written
extensively on 4K/UHDTV, Wood has also
chaired a number of groups in the ITU-R and
DVB in 4K/UHDTV, and is currently chairing
the DVB Study Mission on virtual reality (VR).
As well as DVB experts, DVB Asia will
include speakers from Akamai, Dolby, EBU,
Harmonic, HHI, Multichoice,
NBTC, Rohde & Schwarz, SATIP Alliance, Samsung, Sony
and TU Braunschweig, who
will share their strategies for
dealing with today’s changing media landscape.
The DVB Asia 2016 Conference & Exhibition will also feature a curated exhibition
space adjacent to the main conference room.
A number of leading companies have already
booked spaces, and if you are interested in
exhibiting or availing of a sponsorship opportunity, please contact Eva Markvoort at
markvoort@dvb.org.
For more information including the
full programme, visit the event website
www.dvbasia.org, where you can also sign
up for DVB Asia 2016 eNews to bring you
regular updates on the event.

Mediacorp enhances Customer360
SINGAPORE – Nielsen and Pointlogic are
working with Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp to enhance Customer360,
the latter’s cross-platform targeting solution.
By integrating disparate audience currencies across TV, print, radio, out-of-home
and digital on a single planning platform, the
extended Customer360 now delivers deeper
cross-media insights, including unduplicated
audience reach, frequencies and overlaps for
the first time in Singapore, said Mediacorp.
Roger Moy, head, consumer insights
and analytics, Mediacorp, added: “The augmented Customer360 not only allows us to
measure increasingly fragmented audience
behaviours holistically, but it also advances
our performance optimisation agenda in
meaningful ways.”
As part of the Customer360 product roadmap, Mediacorp will be rolling
out 360, a custom campaign tracking
programme tailored for its top advertisers
through its insights consultancy arm, MRC.
Under 360, computer-assisted telephone
interviews will be conducted monthly on
a range of client-specific metrics for crosschannel attribution, mix modelling and

benchmarking applications.
Jack Lim, chief commercial officer,
Mediacorp, added: “Customer360 will combine the extensive reach of Mediacorp with
sharper audience targeting capabilities. The
ability for brands to tell their transmedia
brand stories, to the right audiences across
the right multi-channel mix, is compelling
for CMOs looking to maximise impact and
campaign performance.”
As the first media owner in the world to
adopt a unified cross-media solution across
its TV, print, radio, outdoor and digital media assets, Mediacorp is taking a “huge step
forward” in delivering invaluable insights to
its clients, said Elizabeth Ausman, Nielsen’s
senior VP of product leadership.
And in the search for greater engagement with consumers, Customer360 is a
“crucial product”, suggested Sjoerd Mostert,
CEO of Pointlogic, a Nielsen company providing marketing decision support systems.
He concluded: “It provides Mediacorp
with a single integrated system that brings
together data that were previously siloed,
and delivers the necessary insights to drive
cross-media campaign performance.”
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Securing content
on the cloud:
Challenges and
requirements
According to the latest reports from
Digital TV Research, over-the-top
(OTT) TV and video revenues for 17
countries in the Asia-Pacific region will
reach more than US$18 billion in 2021,
up from $5.7 billion last year. Given the
exponential growth in the Asia-Pacific
region, security is ultra-critical. Without relevant, comprehensive content
protection schemes, service providers
will not be able to effectively monetise
their investment. Let’s take a look at
how cloud-based security is making
an impact on the industry.
Cloud-based TV platform as a
service (PaaS) offerings are gaining
popularity among service providers for
their flexibility, scalability and agility.
While cloud-based security solutions
can be more reliable, it’s important that
operators carefully consider the content protection technologies involved.
Not all cloud-based TV PaaS offer the
same security capabilities.
To be compatible with various consumer devices, service providers need
to choose a PaaS that protects content
throughout the entire workflow —
from ingestion or upload of the assets
from the content provider to encryption into the different profiles of linear
and non-linear streams. A reliable and
versatile secure player is required on
the client side to cope with the continuous evolution in the fragmented
device market.
Digital rights management (DRM)
in hosted or cloud environments
greatly simplifies the management of
various content packaging formats,
streaming protocols and DRM, allowing operators to use a single platform
in a multi-tenant mode of operations.
For situations requiring real-time onthe-fly packaging of content, such as
network PVR (nPVR) and catch-up TV
deployments, content service providers
can greatly benefit from the scalability
and elasticity of cloud infrastructures.
From a content preparation perspective, operators should rely on
MPEG-DASH with CENC encryption and a multi-DRM scheme, and
on HLS for iOS devices. Operators
can minimise the number of profiles
stored on origin servers through
real-time on-the-fly packaging and
decrease the number of streams cached
at the content delivery network (CDN)
level by leveraging MPEG-DASH,

Jean-Christophe
Jubin,
VP, Sales, APAC,
Viaccess-Orca

DRM in hosted or cloud
environments greatly simplifies
the management of various
content packaging formats,
streaming protocols and DRM,
allowing operators to use a
single platform in a multitenant mode of operations.
especially for live content.
Today, cardless is being used
more and more for conditional access
systems (CAS). At Viaccess-Orca, we
recommend that service providers use
a combined solution for card-based and
cardless CAS, using the same backend
and the same software in the set-top
box (STB). A dual system allows operators to run a single system from a
single vendor, rather than forcing them
to choose one technology over another.
The card responds to the most demanding security concerns of content owners, while the cardless option allows
for flexible and dynamic deployment.
With rapid growth in the AsiaPacific region, cloud-based TV PaaS
offerings with best-in-class security
are the ideal choice to quickly respond
to the changing market, scale across
devices, meet complex requirements,
and provide a rich and consistent user
experience.
Viaccess-Orca has been an active
provider of security solutions in Asia
for more than 15 years. The company
enjoys commercial presence in Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia
and the Philippines. Deployments at
Singtel, CCN, VSTV and Reliance,
combined with a comprehensive range
of security and TV Everywhere (TVE)
products, make Viaccess-Orca a credible player in the Asian market with the
capability to respond to the security
demands of operators and broadcasters for OTT/multi-screen offerings. q
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What’s New on TV
n

Learn Mandarin on Miao Mi

SINGAPORE – Celestial Tiger Entertainment
(CTE) has launched its kids channel, Miao Mi,
on Mediacorp’s over-the-top (OTT) service,
Toggle, and Singtel TV’s new OTT service,
Cast.
Miao Mi, a Mandarin edutainment channel created for pre-school children across
Asia, encourages children to learn Mandarin
in a fun and engaging way.
Programmes that are premiering on
Miao Mi include: Math Fun with Ria, an
animated series produced by South Korean
educational broadcaster EBS, which teaches
pre-schoolers mathematical fundamentals; and Peek-a-boo, a live-action series
produced by Japanese public broadcaster
NHK, designed to inspire kids’ curiosity
through interesting visuals and sounds. All
programmes are dubbed in Mandarin, and
empower children’s learning with a unique

n

Produced by South Korea’s educational
broadcaster EBS, Math Fun with Ria (above)
teaches pre-schoolers mathematical
fundamentals, and is now available on CTE’s kids
channel, Miao Mi.

Asian perspective, said CTE.
Children can also catch Miao Mi Classroom, hosted by the channel mascot, which
uses animated flash cards and catchy songs
to facilitate the learning of Mandarin.

ITV Choice crowns Victoria

The eight-part Victoria follows the early life of Queen Victoria, played by Jenna Coleman, from her
ascension to throne through to her marriage with Prince Albert.

HONG KONG – ITV Choice has premiered a new drama series, Victoria, across Asia and the
Middle East.
Starring Jenna Coleman as young Queen Victoria, the eight-part drama follows the early
life of Queen Victoria, from her ascension to throne at the age of 18 to her courtship and
marriage to Prince Albert. Victoria went on to rule for 63 years, and was the longest-serving
monarch until Elizabeth II overtook her last month.
Alongside Coleman are Tom Hughes as Prince Albert and Rufus Sewell as Lord Melbourne,
Victoria’s first prime minister.
Produced by Mammoth Screen, Victoria is novelist Daisy Goodwin’s screenwriting debut. She also served as executive producer alongside Dan McCulloch and Damien Timmer,
managing director for Mammoth Screen.

n

MTV presents an Asian music feast

PHOTO CREDIT: AIMANESS HARUN
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Catch Malaysian singer-songwriter Yuna’s
interview and performance on MTV Asia
Spotlight.

MALAYSIA – Asian music fans can look forward to more music and dance programmes
from MTV.
Starting off with regional monthly
special MTV Asia Spotlight, fans can watch
spotlighted artists’ music videos, interviews,
performances and other exclusive content.
One artist recently highlighted is Malaysian
singer-songwriter Yuna, who performed
Crush from her third studio album, Chapters.
MTV has also added two music chart
programmes, EDM Countdown and Viral
Countdown, to whet music lovers’ appetites
for different music genres. Hosted by MTV
VJs Alan Wong and Hanli Hoefer, Viral Countdown shares the trending tracks across major
social music sites, while in EDM Countdown,
the duo gives fans their weekly dose of the
most popular electronic and dance music
tracks.
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The challenge of making te reo Maori stand out
What are the challenges of producing and/or curating content
for an indigenous broadcaster
such as Maori Television?
Mike Rehu: Most of the challenges
revolve around the language.
Maori TV was set up to revitalise
and normalise the use of te reo
Maori, the indigenous language of
New Zealand. To do that, we need
as many people to watch, engage
and feel motivated to speak and
learn the language. Even after 30
years of renaissance, it’s in a perilous position.
Statutorily, we are obliged
to distribute content for fluent
speakers, children and students
in language immersion courses.
That takes about 60% of our resources to look after properly and
we have one channel that broadcasts in full te reo. We also have a
channel that runs a 50% level of
language and attracts a broader
audience.
We commission and produce
shows with smaller levels of Maori
to engage with the language. We
acquire documentaries and festival
movies to attract an urban professional/liberal audience who are
open to learning the language, and
we buy some sports to appeal to a
‘young males’ skew.
We have an 84% volume of local content and we are by far and
away the most ‘Kiwi’ channel in a
marketplace where our competitors often rely on acquiring popular
foreign series and formats.
How do you reach out to your
audience? Is Maori TV using
online as well as traditional TV
platforms?
Rehu: The median age of Maori
audiences is 23, so we have moved

Since its launch in 2004, Maori Television
has focused its first 12 years on establishing
itself within New Zealand’s competitive media
industry by growing a loyal audience base.
But as broadcast TV offerings come under pressure from new
competitors and platforms rapidly emerge — leading to fragmented
audiences — Maori Television needs to ensure its content is
entertaining and engaging, and is accessible wherever and on
whatever device its viewers are using.
To find out more about Maori Television’s content strategy, APB’s
Millette Manalo-Burgos prompts Mike Rehu, head of content at
Maori Television, for more details.
quickly to digital platforms. After a
segmentation research project and
the crafting of our content strategy,
two of our five target personas are
under 30 in a broad age demo of
18-49 year olds.
In the past year, we’ve moved
to high school sports and cultural
events and hip-hop reality series
with the likes of famous choreographer Parris Goebel.
These are all digital-first projects with huge engagement from
our rangatahi (Maori youth). This
has reinvigorated our organisation and key funding agencies
such as NZ on Air and Te Mangai
Paho (the Maori equivalent) have
come to the party by allowing us
to release content to digital before
on-air.
We are in the midst of exe
cuting digital-first news workflows
and we are also changing our
children’s broadcast schedule to be
secondary to our digital platform;
that is, smaller digital-friendly
chunks of content to be aggregated for on-air.

How does an indigenous broadcaster differ from other broadcasters?
Rehu: Maori Television is primarily driven by cultural imperatives
and that’s a great place to be in
a broadcast world of falling PUTs
(people using television) and savaged revenue numbers.
When I first came back to New
Zealand 18 months ago, I was
gobsmacked to see how many
free-to-air (FTA) players there were
in a population of five million. You
can tell there are some traditional
broadcasters in serious trouble
and other media companies are
merging and rationalising their
operations.
This is a painful situation when
the fallout affects friends and colleagues in the industry but for
Maori Television, this may boost
us in the FTA media landscape and
aid the language in being more
relevant.
Having said that, we want to
increase our numbers to ensure the
growth and normalisation of the

language. Since our content strategy release and ensuing launch in
March this year, our average linear
audience has grown 16% yearon-year and our digital platform
engagement is blooming at 100%
year-on-year.
What are the broadcasting
trends that you are taking note

Broadcast India F607
www.shotoku.tv・info@shotoku.tv

❝We want to increase our

numbers to ensure the growth
and normalisation of the [Maori]
language. Since our content strategy
release and ensuing launch in
March this year, our average
linear audience has grown
16% year-on-year and our
digital platform engagement
is blooming at 100% year-onyear.❞

Light.Portable.Versatile.
UNBELIEVABLY LIGHT.UNQUESTIONABLY STABLE.

of, and are these trends relevant
to what your strategies are for
content development at Maori
TV?
Rehu: I think we understand the
value of live TV as a driver, not
just from cultural events such
as Te Matatini (the national cultural performance competition),
which is scheduled for February
next year, but also for sport and
news. We also acknowledge that
we should be in a good position
to develop formats, a potential
source of revenue which we can
then plough back into creating
content.
Finally, user-generated content is important to us as many
Maoris are passionate about their
language and culture, and have
a lot of value to add. We are
also working on user-generated
sports commentary for the NZ Secondary Schools Basketball Championships, where our consumers
can create their own commentary
streams to synched video and
natural sound.

— Mike Rehu,
Head of Content,
Maori Television

TP500
Available Now
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IP leading broadcast
industry transformation
by the apb team

AMSTERDAM – If
anything, IBC 2016
strengthened the
argument that the
transition to IP is
representing one of the biggest
transformations impacting the
broadcast industry.
Concurring, Tim Thorsteinson,
CEO of Snell Advanced Media
(SAM), said: “The reality of the IP
transition marks a big transformation for the broadcast industry, as
media companies look to futureproof their network, drive costefficiencies, adapt their business
models, as well as add incremental
revenue streams.”
To aid in this transition, SAM
showcased for the first time its entire IP Edge Routing system, which
includes routers, switchers and
SAM’s dedicated IP-only processing and control products.
Supporting multiple signal
types, including SMPTE 2022-6 and
2022-7, VSF TR-03 and 04, SAM’s IP
Edge routing system is designed to
provide a flexible IP media solution
that takes the complexity away for
customers, regardless of whether
they are deploying hybrid or pure
IP roll-outs.
The now indisputable destination of broadcasters, content owners and distributors is the gradual
transition of all operations to an
IP-based, virtualised environment
built using commercial off-theshelf (COTS) platforms, added
Charlie Vogt, CEO of Imagine Communications.
With the Imagine Communication booth buzzing with the theme
of The Future of TV — Today, visi-

tors were introduced to the latest
member of the Selenio One family.
Optimised for high-density
adaptive bitrate (ABR) transcoding, the latest addition to Selenio
One — Imagine Communications’
software-defined linear transcoding platform — is purpose-built to
enable media companies to generate new revenues and maximise
the efficiency of their networks
by expanding the number of high
video quality ABR and linear channels they can deliver over existing
infrastructures.
Selenio One is powered by
Zenuim, a workflow framework
that deploys a micro services approach to facilitate portability
between all deployment environments — from appliance to data
centre to cloud.
SAM and Imagine Communications are, of course, among the
founding members of the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS),
an independent trade alliance
promoting open standards and
interoperability. Less than a year
into its formation, AIMS has now
passed the 50-member milestone.
Many of these member companies put on prominent displays
this year, including Lawo.
“We are continuing to work as
part of AIMS to promote a common set of standards for IP,” said
Andreas Hilmer, director of marketing and communications, Lawo,
as he introduced the company’s
V_matrix software-defined IP core
for broadcast.
Making a European debut,
V_matrix is a completely virtualised real-time broadcast production infrastructure, using multiple
cores connected to a COTS switch

Andreas Hilmer, director of marketing and communications, Lawo, showing off
KICK 2.0, the latest version of the company’s ball-tracking technology.

Chris Shaw (left), VP, global sales, television, Minnetonka Audio and Linear Acoustic, TV Solutions Group, and Martin Dyster,
VP, business development, television, Minnetonka Audio and Linear Acoustic, TV Solutions Group, were keen to discuss Telos
Alliance’s creation of the new TV Solutions Group, which brings together Linear Aocustic and Minnetonka Audio products, staff
and brands into a single working group.

equipped with redundant 10GE
and 40GE connections to form a
distributed IP routing and processing matrix.
The system supports switching
and routing of signals in both the
IP and SDI domains, and includes
the Lawo Routing Layer Control for
video routing with frame-accurate
clean switching in the IP domain, as
well as control and monitoring for
existing legacy SDI infrastructure
and third-party IP equipment.
Lawo is also kicking on with
it patent-pending ball-tracking
technology with the introduction
of KICK 2.0, which further advances
automated control for close-ball
mixing of major sports events.
KICK is available as a softwareonly solution for productions using
Lawo mc² mixing consoles, as well
as a hardware-bundled solution for
productions using consoles from
other manufacturers. In addition to
the mixing automation, the 2.0 version of KICK can be supplemented
with Lawo’s new motorised microphone stands, which are remotely
controlled by the software and allow the microphones to automatically follow on-field action.
Another AIMS member, the
Telos Alliance, announced the formation of a new division. Called the
TV Solutions Group, it brings both
Linear Acoustic and Minnetonka
Audio products, staff and brands
into a single working group, and
will dedicate its efforts into providing solutions that aid broadcasters in the transition to the latest
broadcast TV technologies.
The AES67 audio-over-IP (AoIP)

standard, for instance, is a key strategic focus for the new group. Chris
Shaw, VP, global sales, television,
Minnetonka Audio and Linear
Acoutic, TV Solutions Group, elaborated: “The TV Solutions Group
leverages both companies’ prior
expertise and experience in serving
the radio industry, and provides the
means to bring more AoIP solutions to the TV marketplace.”
Loudness control also continues to be on the agenda, as the
newly introduced Linear Acoustic
APTO ecosystem provides a loudness adaptation technology consisting of APTO.file for file-based
and APTO.stream for real-time
workflows. This uses psychoacoustic findings and adaptive algorithms to provide uncompromised
loudness consistency (find out
more on page 10).
Having recently launched a
dedicated IP Live Studio in the
UK, which provides a platform for
partners of Sony’s IP Live Alliance
to interface their equipment with
Sony systems, the company has
moved to reinforce its commitment to deliver fully interoperable
IP solutions and systems.
This includes the launch of a
number of new solutions to augment its IP Live production system,
including the NXL-IP4F, an SDI/
IP converter unit that allows any
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) or HD stand
alone source or destination to be
integrated with an IP-based production system; the PWA-MV1N
multiviewer software solution, a
monitoring solution that reduces
video matrix resources used for

monitoring in an IP-based infrastructure; and the HKCU-IP43F
NMI board for Sony’s HDCU-4300
camera control system.
While now a member of the
Alliance for IP Media Solutions
(AIMS), Sony also continues to
develop its NMI (Networked Media Interface) technology, an open
standard in itself, and which Sony
said is ready to be integrated into
existing workflow systems.
Nevion, meanwhile, presented
Virtuoso, a software-driven media node platform designed for
converged media networks and
virtualisation.
It features multi-format video
compression and de-compression,
IP adaptation, transport stream adaptation, redundancy mechanisms,
a video protection and encryption
suite, as well as a monitoring and
alarm handling suite.
Foreseeing the increasing role
that virtualisation will play, Virtuoso is also designed with an IPbased live production environment
in mind. Geir Bryn-Jensen, CEO of
Nevion, explained: “With IP, the
production control room no longer
needs to be in close proximity to
the studio floor. Remote locations
such as regional studios or sports
venues can be considered extensions of the central studio, and
equipment no longer needs to
be dedicated to a particular location, and can be shared or even
virtualised.”
At a t y p i c a l l y b u s y Av i d
booth, visitors were keen to learn
about the latest enhancements
to the Avid MediaCentral Plat-
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At a typically busy Avid booth, visitors were keen
to learn about the latest enhancements to the
Avid MediaCentral Platform, including the Avid
Nexis E5, an enterprise-class storage engine.

form, including the Avid Nexis E5, an
enterprise-class storage engine that offers
real-time editorial collaboration and the
“highest levels” of scalability, performance
and client connections for large-scale broadcast and post-production environments.
An extension of the Avid Nexis softwaredefined platform, Nexis E5 provides 4GbE
connectivity and 80-480TB of storage capacity per engine, with the ability to scale up to
1.4PB of capacity and 9.6Gbps of bandwidth.
It can support more than 2,000 Avid DNxHR
HD streams or 500 Avid DNxHR 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) streams across more than 300 connected clients in 17U of rackspace.
As a member of AIMS, Avid is now supporting real-time IP signals natively in key
components of the Avid MediaCentral Platform. Working with emerging IP standards,
including SMPTE 2022-6 and VSF TR-03, IP
ingest, editing, playout, graphics insertion
and monitoring workflow functions are
now integrated into Avid products, among
them Media Composer, Maestro, 3DPlay and
Playmaker.
Other exhibitors offering IP-based solutions include Pebble Beach Systems, whose
Orca software-defined virtualised IP channel
solution is now available for both private and
public cloud deployment.
By deploying Orca, multiple channels can
be deployed and hosted in the cloud, which
runs under Pebble Beach’s Marina automated
control system. Operators can also create
new IP channels from a series of templates
at the touch of a button, and to deploy them
quickly into a running system, without having
to restart or make configuration changes.
A collaboration with Tedial also sees
Pebble Beach launching Multiverse, which
closely integrates media asset management
(MAM) capabilities and linear playout systems to provide a flexible, cross-platform
media preparation and delivery solution.
Because it processes media once for all
platforms, Multiverse unifies and speeds up
on-demand and linear content workflows,
and significantly reduces operational costs
by automating everyday tasks, said Pebble
Beach.
For GatesAir, the show marked the launch
of a first transmitter range with native IP
capability. Branded as Maxiva UAXTE, the
new range of air-cooled UHF transmitters
brings “instant adaptability and enhanced
flexibility” to over-the-air DTV standards
such as ATSC, DVB-T/T2 and ISDB-Tb, so that
operators can benefit from the flexibility of
IP networking and connectivity.
To enable native IP capability, the Maxiva
UAXTE directly integrates GatesAir’s latest
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The sky just got bigger.
SkyPanel goes long: the S120-C
The highly acclaimed ARRI SkyPanel range of LED soft lights is growing, with the new SkyPanel S120-C joining the S60 and S30
family of products. The S120 is twice as long as the S60, but weighs nearly the same. Its larger light aperture makes a great soft
light even better. Retaining the same features and color tuneability as its smaller counterparts, the S120 consumes less than
400 watts, yet it is slightly brighter than the S60-C and has an outstanding efficacy of 90 lumens per watt.

S30-C

S60-C

For more information please contact:
ARRI ASIA Limited

2801-2, Exchange Tower
33 Wang Chiu Road
Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong,

SOFT LIGHTING | REDEFINED

Tel. +852 2571 6288 / +65 9695 9970
Fax. +852 2875 9181
info@arriasia.hk

S120-C

Explore the new SkyPanel:
www.arri.com/skypanel
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IBC 2016 unveils latest media contribution,
KVM and camera support solutions
15 8

Telstra is positioning itself to be more than just a traditional carrier, according to
Trevor Boal, director, head of Telstra Broadcast Services, Global Enterprise and
Services. At this year’s IBC, the company introduced Global Media Network, a
professional media contribution solution designed to enable broadcasters and
content developers to take their content global.

KVM over IP: Is KVM technology playing an increasing role in the transition to IP?
Companies such as Guntermann & Drunck (G&D) and Adder Technology certainly
think so, as both companies showcased their IP-based KVM solutions. Jochen Bauer
(above), marketing director, G&D, introduced the DP-Vision-IP, a KVM extender that
provides access via IP structures, while John Halksworth (below), senior product
manager, Adder Technology, highlighted the AdderLink XDIP, which allows users to
transmit up to 1920 x 1200 video stream, analogue audio, USB2.0 and two-channel
audio over a single CatX cable — using a standard IP network.

modulator from the Maxiva XTE
exciter into its architecture. This,
according to GatesAir, eliminates
the need to retrofit previousgeneration Maxiva air-cooled
transmitters with additional gear to
enable network connectivity.
This, added GatesAir, gives
broadcasters an out-of-the-box
solution to simplify the input and
output of multimedia services via a
local — or wide-area — IP network.
At the show, Telstra announced
its new Global Media Network, a
professional media contribution
solution designed to enable broadcasters and content developers to
take their content global.
Custom-built for the media
industry, the Telstra Global Media
Network provides simple and
efficient delivery of live and filebased video content by combining Telstra’s network of global
submarine cables, satellite stations
and broadcast operations into one
solution.
Global Media Network also
represents Telstra’s move to position itself as more than just a traditional carrier, revealed Trevor Boal,
director - head of Telstra Broadcast
Services, Global Enterprise and
Services.
“More and more content is being moved around the world and
we want to allow our customers
to quickly deliver their content
across the world, and to address
the increasing convergence of IP
into broadcast,” he said.
In Asia, in particular, Boal sees
an “explosion” of channels and
ethnic, localised content being
produced. Network reliablility,
thus, is crucial when it comes to
live broadcasting. This is the reason why Global Media Network
is designed with a geographically
diverse dual-path ring that allows
traffic to be automatically diverted
if there is an interruption to one
part of the network, he explained.
Interoperability is an important
keyword when looking at today’s
broadcast workflows and the
related IP structures. When examining the various new system approaches, a great enabler technology is KVM (keyboard, video and
mouse), suggested Jochen Bauer,
marketing director, Guntermann
& Drunck (G&D).
“When it comes to common
standards, the big benefit of a KVM
infrastructure is its independence
of any computer platform or ope
rating system,” he added.
G&D is now offering the DPVision-IP, a KVM extender that
provides access via IP structures. It
transmits signals via G&D’s KVMover-IP technology, and can be
combined with other G&D systems

to provide worldwide access, even
in complex installations.
Supporting Displayport 1.2,
the DP1.2-Vision KVM extender
supports the uncompressed transmission of 4K/UHD content at
full 60Hz. According to G&D, the
transparent transfer of image
data guarantees lossless playback
without any latency — even when
signals are transmitted across large
distances.
Multi-monitor workstations
can be supported, where they work
synchronously with their sources.
Two channels can thus be bundled
for 4K@120Hz or four channels for
8K@60Hz, a product variant that
G&D will soon be introducing.
Another company highlighting
IP-based KVM solutions is Adder
Technology, whose offerings include the AdderLink XDIP.
A high-performance A/V extender that offers USB and audio
over a single CatX cable, the
AdderLink XDIP enables remote
access to critical computing while
flexibly extending the desktop
experience.
Using a standard IP network,
users can transmit up to 1920 x
1200 video streams, analogue
audio, USB2.0 and two-channel audio over a single CatX
cable. Each node also has a
feed-through port that allows
a local user station the ability to
switch between a remote computer
and a local computer.
Also featured at the show was
the Adder C-USB LAN network
extender, which can be integrated
into the AdderLink Infinity Manager — or function as a sit-alone
solution — to deliver high-speed
USB 2.0 extensions at 480Mbps for
file ingest from cameras or other
USB devices.
The AdderLink XD150FX is a
point-to-point fibre extender with
USB2.0 that can transmit highquality video — up to 2,560 x 1,600
— and analogue audio over fibreoptic cable. The extender enables
users to locate critical computing
hardware away from workspaces
in an access- and temperaturecontrolled environment. A built-in
level of IP control is assured with
the inclusion of a network port,
which enables the XD150FX to be
controlled by other systems.
To lend its support to the transition to video-over-IP, NewTek had
previously introduced its Network
Device Interface (NDI) technology,
which has now been integrated
into Brainstorm Multimedia’s Infinity Set virtual set application.
This allows Brainstorm’s Infinity Set family of products to be
recognisable as a source by other
NDI-enabled applications and
devices connected to an Ethernet
local area network.

Miguel Churruca, marketing
and communications director
at Brainstorm, added: “With the
integration of NewTek’s NDI, A/V
sources can be shared bidirectionally across a network, eliminating
the need for costly direct connections, cable runs and infrastructure
upgrades.”
Another solution Brainstorm
highlighted at IBC 2016 was the
elections graphics solution, Aston
Elections. It can be used either as
a standalone solution, or can be
combined with the Infinity Set 2.0
virtual studio application within
a virtual environment to deliver
graphics coverage for broadcast
elections.
Five years ago, Intelsat envisaged the creation of a satellite
platform that will be able to deliver
new types of services while setting
a new performance and pricing
standard for the satellite industry.
Today, that vision is manifested
in the Intelsat Epic high-throughput satellite (HTS) platform, which
is already delivering on its design
objectives of backwards-compatibility, open architecture and optimised spectral efficiency, reported
Kurt Riegelman, Intelsat’s SVP,
sales and marketing.
Intelsat 29e, the first Epic
satellite to be launched at the
start of this year, is already servicing more than 30 customers,
and was joined in August this year
by Intelsat 33e, which is providing
high throughput capacity in both
C- and Ku-bands across Europe,
Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
According to Intelsat, the Epic
platform is delivering 165% effi
ciency improvement on current
networking hardware, and up to
330% efficiency improvement on
next-generation ground networking technologies.
Riegelman added: “Being backwards-compatible and futureproof, Epic allows our customers to
choose the platforms and services
that best meets their needs, and
provides performance levels that
otherwise, would not even have
existed. For the next 10 years, nothing is going to surpass Epic.”
Operating on six different
satellite data networks, the next
addition to the Epic platform will
be Intelsat 35e, which is scheduled
to be launched next year.
Renowned for its highly recognisable yellobrik range of modular
brick products, green was the
colour for Lynx Technik this year.
Launching the greenMachine
concept, Lynx Technik shared that
it is offering a new approach to
purchasing, upgrading and building of a foundation of signal processing solutions for any broadcast
or professional video application.
Adopting a three-pronged
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Left: A new wave of green:
Joehan Tohkingkeo, Asia regional
sales director, Lynx Technik,
briefed visitors on the company’s
new greenMachine concept.

Right: Drago Flores, marketing
coordinator, Shotoku Broadcast
Systems, declared IBC 2016 a
successful show for the company.
Shotoku’s highlights included
the TP-200VR/300VR system, the
SmartPed robotic pedestal and the
TP500 studio pedestal.

approach to product definition and function,
greenMachine, rather than being a fixed
application specific box, is a combination of
general purpose hardware, downloadable
apps for customisable functionality, and
control software.
First, users select a hardware processing
platform (or platforms), which is essentially
an inactive signal processing appliance with
a variety of I/O connections and internal
processing channels.
The second step is adding functionality to
greenMachine by purchasing and downloading apps from the Lynx online GreenStore,
which can be mixed, matched and combined
to customise and reconfigure greenMachine
to suit a range of applications.
The final component is greenGUI, a control software application providing intuitive
graphics editing and visualisation tools to
facilitate the navigation, configuration and
control of all connected greenMachines in
a system.
For Shotoku Broadcast Systems, IBC 2016
provided yet another successful platform for
the company to highlight its range of camera
support systems.
This included the TP-200VR pedestal
and SX-300 VR head system, which provides
features such as pan, tilt, zoom, focus, X, Y
and height data output to keep VR graphics
systems precisely synchronised to the camera’s floor position, orientation and height.
“Not only is it affordable, but it is simply
easier to calibrate than any other system in
the market,” said Drago Flores, marketing
coordinator, Shotoku Broadcast Systems.
Other offerings from Shotoku include
SmartPed, a fully robotic XY pedestal that
addresses the creative and commerical demands of on-air environments with a costefficient and high-performance solution.
A popular option for Shotoku’s Americas
market, the three-wheel smooth-steer pedestal features a height column (that does not
require any need for pneumatic balancing),
multi-zone collision avoidance and detection
systems, as well as a precision-engineered,
electro-mechanical steer/drive system.
With the TP500 studio pedestal, Shotoku
offers a compact and lightweight pneumatic
pedestal capable of supporting camera payloads of up to 55kg (121lbs). Ranging from
665mm (26.2”) to 1,485mm (58.5”) in height,
Shotoku recommends the TP500 for multilocation use — such as outside broadcast
(OB), studio or event production.
Having observed a demand for solid,
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Cine-style camera handgrips and MAM
solutions caught the eye of show visitors
17 8
cine-style camera handgrips with
documentary-style controls, ARRI
developed the Master Grips, the
latest addition to the company’s
Electronic Control System (ECS)
range.
Designed to combine effective
camera stabilisation with lens and
camera control, Master Grips are
available in four versions: Rightside grips, left-side grips, with a
rocker for zooming, and with a
thumb wheel for iris or focus adjustments.
Besides ARRI cameras such as
the Alexa and Amira, Master Grips
also support third-party cameras
and are defined by an ergonomic
design that supports prolonged
handheld operating.
ARRI has also expanded its
range of SkyPanel LED soft lights
with the new S120-C, the biggest
member of the SkyPanel family.
The S120-C retains the same features and colour tuneability as its
smaller counterparts — the S60
and S30 — while consuming less

than 400W. Offering efficacy of
90 lumens per watt, the S120-C
is twice as long as the S60, and
offers more aperture (1290mm x
300mm). Its long aspect ratio wraps
light around objects and is ideal for
vertical lighting of people, according to ARRI, who also recommends
the S120-C as an overhead light for
large areas.
It was East meets West at the
VSN booth, as the Spanish company revealed more details of a
new working partnership with
China’s Huawei. Under the terms of
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU), the companies will jointly
promote an advanced solution for
media management and storage.
Built around VSN’s flagship
VSNExplorer MAM platform and
Huawei’s OceanStor 9000 storage system, the joint solution is
designed to offer users a tool to
monetise and manage multimedia
resources in an “easy, efficient and
intelligent manner”.
Through this partnership, VSN
will certify Huawei’s solutions for
media storage, while Huawei will

Having observed a demand for solid, cine-style camera handgrips with
documentary-style controls, ARRI developed the Master Grips, designed to
combine effective camera stabilisation with lens and camera control.

When it comes to adoption of cloud technology, it is advisable to adopt a hybrid
solution consisting of software-defined solutions for sharing of content in the
cloud, alongside IT hardware for long-term storage, advised Lee Sheppard, director
of product management, SGL.

start to sell and promote VSN’s
software solutions within its range
of products.
VSN also caught the eye with
the integration of an online thesaurus into the VSNExplorer suite of
solutions. This function, explained
VSN, allows for automatic linking of
any published word with additional
data (maps, pictures, locations, history and biography, for instance).
A new QC technology (VSNQC)
developed by VSN, and integrated
with VSNExplorer, further allows
users to automatically control the
quality of all their content, even in
cloud-based environments.
More MAM solutions came
from SGL, who showcased the
FlashNet content management
solution, which is designed to
integrate with MAM or automation control systems to enhance
workflow efficiency.
SGL has also added support for
SMPTE’s Archive eXchange Format
(AXF) and Ci, Sony’s cloud-based
service, which allows media professionals to collaborate on the creation and sharing of content from
their MAM systems using FlashNet.
But while the broadcast industry continues to tap into cloud
technology, Lee Sheppard, director
of product management, SGL, cautioned: “The cloud is primarily used
for holding content for sharing
because storing them in the cloud
on a long-term basis is expensive.
Hence, it is important for users to
adopt a hybrid solution, consisting
of software-defined solutions for
sharing of content in the cloud,
alongside IT hardware for longterm storage.”
Dalet Digital Media Systems, on
the other hand, is calling the Dalet
Galaxy MAM platform as the solution for today’s end-to-end news
production and distribution workflows in newsroom control systems.
An intuitive social media graphical user interface (GUI), which performs as a social media publishing
platform, has been added to Dalet
Galaxy, while a newsroom operation function allows broadcasters
to better respond and manage
consumers’ habits.
Dalet also demonstrated the
Dalet Workflow Engine, which is
designed to simplify the process
for global distribution of content.
Available on both the Dalet Galaxy
and Dalet AmberFin platforms,
Dalet Workflow Engine supports
the interoperable master format
(IMF), an industry format that
serves as a model to enhance
programme preparation and mastering.
Big data and analytics are
a game-changer in the OT T
environment, said Paul Molinier,
CEO of Viacess-Orca. “Utilising data
related to the TV subscriber profile,

Having seen 300 units of the LU500 deployed for the Rio Olympics, Ronen Artman,
vice-president, marketing, LiveU, is confident that the LU600 portable transmission
unit will provide even more improvements to customers.

operators can provide contextually
relevant content, increase satisfaction with the service, boost content
efficiency and prevent piracy,” he
added.
With that in mind, Viacess-Orca
has enhanced its cloud-based TV
Everywhere as a Service (TVaaS)
solution with new analytics cap
abilities — providing operators
with intelligent data about each
phase of the over-the-top (OTT)
multi-screen workflow. This spans
from delivery to recommendations,
personalisation, client apps and
devices.
Viaccess-Orca’s TV business analytics service features
a variety of out-of-the-box
dashboards (revenue, service
usage, content, customers,
product and services, and devices),
while providing operators with
the flexibility to create customised
dashboards and reports.
A discovery, insights and prediction tool gives multi-dimensional visibility into TV business
KPIs (key performance indicators)
and drivers so that operators can
identify trends and strategise successful business practices.
Over the past decade, Media
GeniX has seen the growth of
video-on-demand (VoD) functionality, and the change to scheduling,
rights, material preparation, publishing and workflow automation.
Therefore, the Belgian company developed WHATS’On, a
multi-user broadcast management
software solution that merges
linear and VoD data structures
and modules for a combined set

of tools that support VoD services,
linear schedules and combined
service alike.
Johan Vanmarcke, managing director, Asia at MediaGeniX,
highlighted one particular area of
the solution. He said: “MediaGeniX
took a new look at the relationship
between the rights, costs and programme scheduling — with a view
to facilitate reports and enables users to make multiple simulations of
the schedule in search of the most
advantageous use of inventory.”
Commenting on Asia’s broadcast industry, Vanmarcke added:
“Broadcasters in Asia focus on
making operations run from
a technical perspective. However, as the industry evolves, we
need to think from a workflow
perspective instead of traditionally
connecting one cable to another.”
Other show highlights this year
include LiveU’s LU600, a portable
transmission unit designed for
global newsgathering, live sports
and events coverage.
Ronen Artman, vice-president,
marketing, LiveU, shared: “Its predecessor, the LU500, has enjoyed
a successful deployment during
the 2016 Rio Olympics. We had
more than 300 units being adopted
during the Games, and we are
confident that the LU600 will provide better improvements to our
customers.”
The LU600 offers a new user
interface with a five-inch touchscreen, and comes with a backpack
with remote-control functionality
for easy access to display, controls and interfaces. In addition,
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MOG wows visitors
with 360° feeds

René Harder, vice-president at Stage Tec, demonstrating the capabilities of its platinum digital signal processor (DSP).

the LU600 provides support for
“live and store” using the same
video card, and is upgradeable to
HEVC/H.265.
For Omnitek, its Ultra XR 4K/
UHD waveform analyser, which
is now enhanced with a second
revision of software and support
for high dynamic range (HDR), is
shipping.
Designed for content creators,
colourists and post-production
editors working with 4K/UHD images in SDI and HDMI formats,
the Ultra XR features a 4K/UHD
waveform monitor, vectorscope,
histogram and BT.709/BT.2020 CIE
gamut charts.
Rob Arnold, vice-president,
worldwide sales, reported: “We’re
seeing a lot of interest in the Ultra
XR, driven largely by Netflix and

Amazon, who now demand 4K/
UHD content that has HDR included.”
Alongside the Ultra XR, Omni
tek also exhibited the Ultra 4K Tool
Box, which provides conversion,
generation and analysis of TV and
digital cinema signals in video formats up to 4096 x 2160/60.
Adding more support to the
openGear platform is Cobalt
Digital, with the release of the
9991-SDI-to-IP-10GE and 9991-IPto-SDI-10GE series cards.
These 3G/HD/SD-SDI SMPTE
2022-6 encapsulators and deencapsulators offer AES and
analogue audio embedding and
de-embedding, and interface to
10GigE equipment over fibre.
The company also highlighted
the 9433-EMDE series fibre-optic

audio embedder and de-embedder cards, which are available in
two channels — a single-channel
that provides uni-directional EO/
OE configuration; and a dual-channel version that allows bidirectional
EOOE transport solution.
When paired with the +DT
licensing option, the card set also
provides bidirectional serial data
and GPIO (general purpose input/
output) connectivity, which can
be used for remote PTZ (pan, tilt,
zoom) camera control and signal
backhaul.
Moving forward, Cobalt Digital
is looking to continue expanding
its presence in Asia, revealed Bob
McAlpine, executive vice-president,
sales and marketing, Cobalt Digital.
He said: “Cobalt exhibited alongside Pesa at BIRTV 2016 in Beijing in

Introducing the “world’s first complete” 360-degree online video platform,
MOG Technologies wowed visitors with live streaming of 360-degree feeds
from its booth at IBC 2016.
MOG also highlighted the Skywatch enterprise platform, designed to
allow users to access the full landscape of their production environment by
supervising, controlling and managing a complete production workflow.
It also provides a tool for media professionals to obtain statistics on
productivity, availability and efficiency of production resources, thus helping
them with investment decisions.

August, and we are excited to bring
our products to the Asia market.”
Last but not least, IBC 2016
was also the perfect stage for Germany’s Stage Tec to showcase its
platinum digital signal processor
(DSP), which enables the Aurus
mixing console to mix in 40-bit
floating-point arithmetic at a sample rate of 96kHz in stereo and 5.1
surround.
According to René Harder, vicepresident at Stage Tec, the Plati-

num DSP enables more channels,
longer delays, and a higher packing density for Stage Tec’s audio
consoles. He added: “New installations and our existing customers
will benefit from the Platinum DSP.
Besides having more channels and
more available audio buses, the
processing unit of the Platinum
DSP is fully backwards compatible
and is capable of handling the
increasing number of channels in
their existing consoles.”
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v 4K, HDR, HFR: Calculating the storage impact in
media workflows

Technology trends are driving an
evolution of modern media workflows,
including higher-resolution imagery,
higher frame rates, higher dynamic
range, wider colour gamut, and simply
more cameras per shoot. Their impact
on the digital storage required to
capture, process, distribute and archive this richer digital video content
is significant.
In this white paper, Quantum
explores the quality and size of
original-captured video content for
sports, film, episodic and animation content. The white paper also
looks at how this changes production, post production, distribution
and display of finished work, and provides a formula for calculating
the size of frames with different resolution, dynamic range, colour
gamut and frame rate.
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Noriko Gunji is new
president and CEO of
Canon Singapore

Canon Singapore, the regional headquarters
for Canon in South and South-east Asia,
has named Noriko Gunji as president and
CEO. Previously vice-president of Canon
China, she will be based in Singapore, and
will oversee and lead Canon employees
and business partners in the area of sales,
marketing and operations in 18 markets.
Gunji takes over from Kensaku Konishi, a
Canon veteran who has served as president
and CEO of Canon Singapore since 2010.
Konishi will move to Malaysia in his new
assignment as chairman and CEO of
Efficient MailCom, a company of the Canon
Singapore group.

Orban releases iMix 5.1
headphone monitor
Designed for critical monitoring and quality
control, Orban said the iMix 5.1 monitor
is the first surround headphone system in
the world that does not rely on an artificial
ambience or special encoding to create
5.1 surround in headphones. Designed
to be used by broadcasters, production
houses, content creators, recording studios,
mastering houses and HDTV networks, the
iMix 5.1 monitor eliminates the need for
proprietary surround encoding to render a
discrete 5.1 sound stage, added Orban.
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Camera lenses that
to productions’ exact
To capture the most
compelling images,
camcorders need
to be paired with
lenses that can help
deliver the required
cinematography
formats.
Millette Manalo-Burgos
writes more.
The ARRI Master lens’ combination of compact size, minimal weight, very
high speed and exceptional optical design with minimal distortion has
resulted in these lenses being adopted by productions not just in high-end
film and commercial making, but TV dramas as well.

A

s camcorder technology gets enhanced,
the lenses that go with these cutting-edge
content creation tools are also evolving.
Take camera lenses, for instance. Sean
Dooley, sales manager of ARRI Australia,
tells APB that among the new technology
advancements being incorporated in
camera lenses are anamorphic capabilities. In cinematography, the anamorphic
format is the technique of shooting
a widescreen picture onto a standard
35mm film or other visual recording
media with a non-widescreen native
aspect ratio.
“Anamorphic production is new for
TV drama production,” says Dooley. And
because ARRI has recognised that there
is a growing demand for this format,
it is now offering lenses to production
professionals to make it easier for them to
shoot for television using this traditional
cinema-style technique.
“The motion picture industry worldwide has seen a significant increase in
the demand for anamorphic lenses over
the past half decade of production,” he
explains. “Since their introduction in
2013, the ARRI Master Anamorphic
lenses have expanded to a nine lens set
and represent a significant step forward
in anamorphic lens design.”
Dooley points out that the Master
lens’ combination of “compact size,
minimal weight, very high speed and
exceptional optical design with minimal
distortion” has resulted in these lenses
being adopted by productions not just in
high-end film and commercial making,
but TV drama as well.
Dooley adds that ARRI’s Master lenses produce images that are sharp cornerto-corner even at wide-open apertures.
“The Master Anamorphic lenses can be
used in scenarios where, previously, only

a spherical lens was deemed practical.
VFX lens mapping is now significantly
less complex and costly and production
can use the same camera package that
they have been comfortable with, only
now with the cinematic, anamorphic
look,” he says.
In addition, ARRI offers a set of
replacement front and rear elements
that induce more flaring, ghosting and
veiling flare into the image, should a
cinematographer wish to heighten the
emotional impact of the shot, sequence
or project by introducing a level of technical ‘imperfection’.
“Also, with the introduction of 16:9
anamorphic desqueeze modes in our
Alexa Mini and Alexa SXT cameras, it is
now possible to use anamorphic lenses in
scenarios where a very fast turn-around
time is required by production or for
broadcast scenarios,” he reveals.
ARRI also offers lenses that are optimised for visual effects (VFX) — the
Ultra Wide Zoom (UWZ) 9.5-19/T2.9.
This is another example of how ARRI is
pushing the boundaries of lens design,
says Dooley. “The UWZ is a distortionfree extreme wide-angle zoom with an
optical performance that surpasses most
high-end cine prime lenses.”
Optimised for the requirements of
VFX applications, the UWZ is ideal
for plate shots or any other situation
where maximum image quality is vital. Distortion is at a level of less than
1% at 9.5mm and less than 0.1% at
18mm, which means that straight lines
stay straight, even at close focus. This
optical performance has now been carried over to the AUWZ — the ARRI
Anamorphic Ultra Wide Zoom 19-36/
T4.2, which is a perfect match for the
Master Anamorphic range, Dooley notes.

“Compromises such as heavy distortion, pronounced breathing and poor
resolution and contrast have always been
major problems with existing lenses on
the market. Now, for the first time, anamorphic productions can incorporate
visually stunning wide-angle perspectives into their storytelling,” he says.
And while ARRI’s anamorphic and
VFX lenses are compelling prospects for
production professionals, Dooley points
out that cinematographers in AsiaPacific are also very enthusiastic about
ARRI’s other lenses offerings, including
the Master Prime and Ultra Primes.
“The Master Prime and Ultra Prime
lens sets are the go-to standard for
regional rental houses serving cinema,
TVC and TV drama production,” he
explains. “The Master Primes offer 15 focal lengths from 12mm-150mm and the
Ultra Primes boasting 14 focal lengths
from 12mm-180mm, all deliver precision
and accuracy with a cinematic look. With
reality and documentary television now
striving for the cinema look, these lens
sets are gaining even greater returns for
their owners.”
For another camera lens provider,
Fujinon, the technology to monitor is
4K/Ultra HD (UHD). Simon Becker,
key account manager, Fujinon Broadcast
and Professional, tells APB: “With many
camera manufacturers producing 4K/
UHD cameras, Fujinon has developed
lenses such as the UA80x9BESM and
UA22x8BERD, which not only meet,
but also exceed 4K/UHD optical performance.”
Becker highlights the features that
make these lenses cutting-edge: High
resolution, high contrast and high dynamic range (HDR). There is also particular emphasis on the development of
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can zoom in
requirements
accuracy in focus control demanded by 4K/
UHD resolution. “Fujinon has also developed
new manufacturing technologies for configuring and positioning of lens elements,” Becker
explains. “All these new technologies and
features now make video production better,
sharper and more efficient than ever before.”
And what makes Fujinon lenses more
competitive? Its wide array of zoom lens options, he replies. Fujinon offers a particularly
large range of zoom lenses, which includes
a large range of PL mount for large sensor
cameras and B-mount lenses for conventional
2/3-inch sensor cameras.
“Uniquely, the new Fujinon 4K/UHD
UA107x8.4BESM has the largest zoom range
available of any 4K/UHD lens in today’s market,” Becker reveals. “Also, all of Fujinon’s 4K/
UHD Plus lenses exceed 4K/UHD resolution.
In the PL mount lenses category, the Cabrio
series has been so successful with its large
range of zoom lenses that increasingly many
camera operators, videographers, DoPs and
cinematographers are now using Fujinon
Cabrio zoom lenses where previously they
would have used prime lenses.”
Aside from producing its own lenses,
Fujinon works closely with all the camera
manufacturers including, for example, ARRI,
for which Fujinon manufactures the Alura
Zoom range of lenses.

In terms of popularity, Fujinon’s Cabrio
range has proved “very popular” with
filmmakers, cinematographers, DoPs and
videographers across Asia-Pacific “mainly
due to their quality and the speed with
which they help with quality of output and
workflow efficiency”, Becker adds.
“The Cabrio zoom lenses feature an
exclusive detachable servo drive unit, making them ideal for documentary work and
productions involving a lot of handheld
shooting,” he says. The lenses also feature
flange focal distance adjustment and macro
function, and are LDS (Lens Data System)
and /i metadata-compatible. “Plus, the
quality of Cabrio lenses is so good that it is
very difficult to distinguish the difference
between a shot taken on a high-end prime
at T2.8 and a Cabrio at T2.9,” says Becker.
With this level of quality and no requirement to change lenses, recalibrate remote
focus or re-balance the head, Cabrio lenses
save TV and filmmakers both time and
money, he adds. Other positives for filmmakers or videographers are that Cabrio
lenses are lightweight, sharp and the macro
function saves the need for diopters.
And while both ARRI and Fujinon are
well focused on what content producers
require of their lenses at the moment, they
have set their sights on new features they

Fujinon says its 4K/UHD
UA107x8.4BESM has the largest zoom
range available of any 4K/UHD lens in today’s market.

may want to include in their future lenses.
Fujinon’s Becker says the next step is
8K. “Fujinon continues to invest heavily
in R&D. Future development will lead to a
further increase in the range of lenses and
the development of 8K lenses,” he reveals.
On the other hand, ARRI’s Dooley says
one future feature is new lens control. “This
is an area where we are seeing developments
in the lens market — electronic lens control.
Far more productions are calling for wireless follow focuses in their camera kit, and
ARRI is leading the charge with the WCU-4
handset, integrated in-camera lens control
and series of CLM and Active Lens Motors.”
He adds that the Master Grips introduced at the recent IBC 2016 trade show
now allows focus, iris and zoom control to

come to the fingertips of the camera operator, built to ARRI’s quality standards. The
Master Grips can be used as a stand-alone
motor controller for lens motors or in parallel with an assistant’s wireless package, and
can even be used to control the internal lens
motors of EF and ENG lenses.
Mounted on tripod pan bars or studio
pedestal heads, the Master Grips can be
used as focus and zoom demands in multicamera set-ups, such as when using ARRI’s
Amira camera in Multicam mode, and will
offer user button and REC start/stop functionality on ARRI and third-party cameras.
“We are expecting the Master Grips to be a
widely popular and universal addition to the
ARRI Electronic Control System range,” he
concludes.

Streamline your broadcast workflow

Angénieux presents the
new Optimo 44-440 A2S
At last month’s IBC 2016, Angénieux presented the new Optimo 44440 A2S, the third lens in
the Optimo Anamorphic
2x Squeeze series.
The Optimo 44-440
A2S zoom lens features traditional 2x
horizontal squeeze, minimum breathing
and distortion, and a fast aperture of T:4.5
across the zoom range. It is equipped with
close focus of 4ft 1in (1.24m) and is one
of the lightest lenses in its class at 16.6lbs
(7.5kg), said Angénieux. The lens creates
an image that combines a controlled background with an aesthetically dimensional
foreground. The Optimo 44-440 A2S
brings what many refer to as a “creamy
and organic look” that Angénieux zooms
are known for, added the company.
The first production units of the
Angénieux Optimo 44-440 AS2 have been
delivered and are already available at some
of the most prestigious rental houses in the
world, including:
n ARRI Rental New York (USA);
n Otto Nemenz Los Angeles (USA);
n Keslow Los Angeles (USA);
n Camtec Los Angeles (USA);

Joining the
Optimo 56-152 A2S released in 2014 and
the Optimo 30-72 A2S released last year, the
Optimo 44-440 A2S is the third lens in the
Optimo anamorphic 2x Squeeze series.

TCSFilms New-York (USA);
Scenefone Beijing (China);
n Ludwig Münich (Germany);
n Ljud & Bildmedia Stockholm
(Sweden); and
n Storyline Oslo (Norway).
Joining the Optimo 56-152 A2S released in 2014 and the Optimo 30-72 A2S
released last year, the Optimo 44-440 A2S
is the third lens in the Optimo anamorphic
2x Squeeze series. Complementary to a set
of primes or the short Optimo A2S zooms,
the new Angénieux 10x anamorphic zoom
lens brings speed and flexibility of the
long-range zoom to the set, Angénieux
concluded.
n
n

Courtesy of BT Sport

Draco tera KVM switches connect operators
to vital production equipment, without
compromise.
With no transmission delay or picture
degradation, they are the ideal solution for
today’s broadcast and post facilities, increasing
efficiency and streamlining the production
workflow.
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Riedel enhances intercom technology
portfolio with key acquisitions
Riedel Communications has completed the acquisitions of ASL
Intercom and Delec. The former
provides digital and analogue
intercom systems for event production, broadcast and related
applications, while the latter is a
developer and manufacturer of
digital intercom and communication systems.
According to Riedel, the acquisition of ASL Intercom enhances
its capacity to provide intercom
technology for demanding live
entertainment and broadcast
production environments. The
ASL Flexus intercom system, for instance, is able to support multiple
standards including Dante/AES67/
AVB and Ravenna in a single
system.
Intercom applications remain a core element of Riedel’s
business, and the complementary technologies of ASL Intercom
can be leveraged to serve an
even broader array of customers, said Thomas Riedel, CEO of

Eric de Bruyn (left), managing director, ASL Intercom, will stay on in his role to
work with Thomas Riedel, CEO, Riedel Communications, and the entire Riedel team.

Riedel Communications.
He added: “ASL Intercom has
a strong portfolio in digital partyline technology, and the company’s products adapt readily to a

RTW introduces new audio
processor hardware for CLC
Having previously developed
the Continuous Loudness Control (CLC) algorithm with the
German Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT), RTW is now offering the APRO-CLC01 audio
processor hardware.
The combined APRO-CLC01
provides the first OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer)
hardware for the CLC algorithm,
which allows users to constantly
control and regulate to a given
programme loudness value
and definable loudness range
— with minimal obstacles for
unknown, live content, according to RTW.
Andreas Tweitmann, CEO
of RTW, added: “At RTW, we
are constantly thinking of new

ways to improve our technology
and provide our international
customer base with innovative
products.
“We have received a positive
response to our CLC technology,
and the input we gathered from
customers helped us look into
ways to further improve the
software.”
A new software version 4.0
is also now available for RTW’s
Loudness Tools and Mastering
Tools software. The new version adds support for Mac OS X
10.11 “El Capitan” and addresses
user requests with features such
as a selectable 12th octave RTA,
cinema loudness (TASA and
SAWA), as well as free scalable
instrument size.

The APRO-CLC01
audio processor
hardware is the first
OEM hardware for the CLC
algorithm that RTW jointly
developed with the German
Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT).

wide variety of applications, both
small and large.”
As for Delec, its products will
complement and augment the
Riedel portfolio in a way that will

bring even greater versatility to
customers, Riedel said. He continued: “Together, we’re better
positioned than ever to provide
forward-looking solutions that
address current and future communications requirements, and
we are committed to providing existing Delec customers the
great service Riedel is known
for.”
A newly created partnership
also sees Riedel working with Cisco
to explore collaborative opportunities in using the Cisco Media
Blueprint platform, which offers a
set of infrastructure and software
solutions that powers cloud-scale
media experiences.
This digital media logistics
platform is an IP-based, virtualised combination of solutions and
network infrastructure that aims
to remove the barriers between
content production, storage and
distribution.
Jack Dodson, director of product management, Riedel Commu-

nications, explained: “At Riedel, we
have been embracing broadcast
and IP standards across our product lines for many years now. So
when it came time to look at how
we were going to continue our
innovation across an evolving, synchronised IP fabric, Cisco was the
obvious choice of a great company
to partner with.”
And in a bid to close the loop
between communications and
real-time media routing, Riedel
has introduced the MediorNet
Control app for the RSP-2318
SmartPanel multifunctional user
interface.
In addition to linking the
SmartPanel directly into the Riedel MediorNet media network
as a dedicated control panel, the
new MediorNet Control app — in
combination with existing Intercom
apps — gives users simultaneous
intercom functionality, enabling
them to route, control and communicate all at once using a single
1RU system.

SWIT – 20 years and counting
Founded in 1996 as SWIT Industry
and Trading, China’s SWIT Electronics today serves broadcast customers across Asia-Pacific, Europe, the
Americas and Africa.
While camera batteries and
chargers remain one of the company’s best-selling ranges, SWIT
is also offering a wide range of
broadcast and studio production
solutions, including broadcast
monitors, multi-viewers, wireless
transmission systems, as well as
on-camera and studio lightings.
And this year is shaping up
to be another successful year for
SWIT, as the company celebrates
its 20th anniversary. The ingredients for success, while unassuming, remain fundamental to SWIT.
Neal Ni, marketing manager, SWIT
Electronics, explained to APB:
“Our continued success can be
attributed to our strong focus
on innovation, and an unyielding
commitment to quality.”
Quality is manifested in products such as the 5.5” S-1053F and
7” S-1073 HD (1920x1080) waveform LCD monitors.
Both models feature 2K/3G/
HD/SD-SDI input and loop output,
as well as a lockable HDMI input
port that can be cross-converted
to SDI for output. In addition,
16-channel embedded audio meters with alert allow users to select
any two audio channels to output,
and both models can be fitted with
a wide range of DV battery plates.

Neal Ni, marketing manager, SWIT Electronics, was at IBC 2016 to introduce a range
of new products, as the Chinese company celebrates its 20th anniversary this year.

Ni recommends the S-1053F for
TV drama productions, while he
invites cinematographers to check
out the S-1073, which can be
used in tandem with many of the
major cinema cameras available
in the market, including the ARRI
Alexa.
To ensure secured storage of
camera batteries, SWIT offers the
S-4020 four-battery power station box, which stores up to four
V-mount batteries while allowing
the batteries to be charged within
the PP+ fibre casing.
SWIT has also launched a new
line of EBU Grade2 HD waveform
studio LCD monitors that is available in three dimensions — the
S-1173F (17.3”), the S-1223F (21.5”)
and the S-1243 (23.8”). In about

six months’ time, expect a new
28” model that supports 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD), Ni revealed, even as he
urged caution on the technology’s
widespread adoption. “In China, for
example, many content producers
are already shooting in 4K/UHD;
however, about 80% of broadcast
content is still in SD.”
Regardless of the need, or
location, SWIT is ready to provide
the support to all its customers as
the company plans its next phase
of development and expansion.
A soon-to-be-opened office in
Germany will allow SWIT to better service customers in Europe;
an increased global presence can
be anticipated, as the company
looks forward to its next decades
of success.
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Sony cameras form narrative for
inspirational tale
As a renowned cinematographer
and a member of the Hong Kong
Directors’ Guild, and president
of the Hong Kong Society of
Cinematographers, O Sing Pui has
directed and photographed several
blockbusters including: Before the
Crescent; Made in Hong Kong; You
Shoot, I Shoot; Heros in Love; and
The Pye Dog.
His most recent project saw
O co-produce Weeds on Fire, the
winning project for the Higher
Education Institutions Group of the
First Feature Film Initiative (FFFI),
and which is based on the true
story of the Shatin Martins, the first
baseball team in Hong Kong to win
a league in the ’80s.
FFFI was launched in March
2013 by CREATE Hong Kong
(CreateHK) of the Commerce and

Economic Development Bureau to
support new directors and their
film production teams.
For Weeds on Fire, Sony’s PMWF55 served as O’s main camera. He
described: “Although it is designed
as small and lightweight, the camera body is sturdy and I did not fear
that the camera would break apart
when shooting action scenes.
“In terms of operability, I was
extremely impressed by the intuitive one-touch interface and
customisable user menu of the
F55, which was pretty easy to
manoeuvre.”
Besides the F55, Sony’s NEXFS700R was also used on the set
of Weeds On Fire, where O found
its ergonomic design to be particularly useful in shooting action footage. As a bonus, he was also able

to attach a wide range of lenses on
the FS700R, which provided O with
the flexibility to creatively express
himself.
He added: “The FS700R, with
its superb dynamic range, supports
RAW file shooting and thus gives a
great range to do colour grading.
I felt this was extremely useful for
post production.”
And while both cameras gave
O the option to shoot in 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD), which he described as
“brilliant in terms of the resolution”
the decision was made to shoot
in 2K to attain footage consistency. “Not only does it save a
significant amount of storage
space, 2K footage was [also] more
appropriate for this movie, which
reflected Hong Kong in the ’80s,”
he explained.

Cinematographer O Sing Pui worked with Sony cameras for Weeds on Fire, which
tells the true story of a baseball team in Hong Kong in the ’80s.

IDX powers up feeling of love

DoP Ben Hughes shot reality series Love Island with the ARRI Alexa camera,
which was powered by the IDX DUO-95 battery.

Ben Hughes, director of photography (DoP) and owner
of independent crewing and facilities company Fracture
TV, chose IDX DUO-C95 batteries to power ARRI Alexa
Mini auxiliary equipment during nearly two months of
production for ITV's 2016 Love Island series.
Love Island is a British dating reality show produced
in HD by ITV Studios on location at Mallorca, Spain. It is
a revival of the earlier series of the same name, which
aired for two series in 2005 and 2006 respectively on ITV.
Unlike the original series, the contestants in the latest
series are members of the public rather than celebrities.
On the set, each DUO-C95 battery provided more
than 75 minutes of power for the Alexa Mini, Hughes
reported. "The batteries simultaneously powered the
follow-focus and I used a second DUO-C95 on the
crossbar to power the video sender and monitor.
We were mainly on location on beaches away from
mains power, so the batteries had to be reliable and

deliver every time.”
In prepping for Love Island, Hughes wanted to
power the camera on the gimbal support and minimise
cables from the camera to the crossbar. While the Alexa
Mini’s small form factor lends itself to side-mounting
power on the Freefly MoVI M15 stabiliser system, the
DUO-C95 battery provided Hughes with the powering
options he required through the two D-Taps features
and a USB power port.
Hughes added: “Operators who use gimbals regularly know that anything which can keep weight down
and also provide both camera and ancillary power is
a huge benefit. IDX really seems to have solved this.”
The IDX DUO-C95 is a high-capacity Li-ion professional battery with multiple power outputs. It is
equipped with two built-in D-Taps and a single built-in
USB output to power ancillary devices, allowing easy
integration into handheld gimbal and aerial set-ups.

TSL Products brings new levels of Ambisonics control
US-based Pro Sound Effects (PSE),
which produces sound effects libraries for media production, has
released Chicago Ambisonics, its
second Ambisonics library.
Having deployed TSL Products’
SoundField microphones for last
year’s release of NYC Ambisonics, PSE once again turned to
the SoundField microphones to
capture Chicago’s ambiences from
all angles.
David Forshee, library specialist at PSE, said: “TSL Products’
SoundField microphone is an accurate and reliable mic for easily
capturing entire three-dimensional
soundscapes.
“The ability to adjust the position of the mic in post production
is a major advantage of the Ambisonics format, and the intuitive
interface of the SurroundZone2
software makes it easy to incor-

TSL Products’ SoundField microphones and SurroundZone2 software allowed the
ambiences of Chicago to be captured for a new Ambisonics library.

porate this into any sound editor’s
workflow.”
Chicago Ambisonics also utilised TSL’s SurroundZone2 soft-

ware, which allows sound editors
and mixers to change position of
“virtual microphones” in any direction with a variety of polar patterns

for greater control and creativity.
Thanks to SurroundZone2
software, sound effects can be
customised and then decoded to
mono, stereo, 5.1, 7.1 and beyond
as required. This gives users an
“unprecedented level of control”
over a wide range of microphone
parameters from a single intuitive
user interface.
Additionally, PSE would have
had to use multiple microphone
arrays to capture surround soundscapes, if not for the SoundField
microphone. SoundField eliminates
such a set-up, which is timeconsuming, and can produce
audio that suffers from phase
incoherency. This, according to
TSL Products, creates several problems when the 5.1 audio has to
be “collapsed” to create a stereo
soundtrack for broadcast over SD
or legacy networks.

A differentiated sound effects
library, Chicago Ambisonics gives
editors the mixers the ability to
creatively manipulate the surround space to precisely match
the visuals. By supplying the original B-Format audio file from the
SoundField microphone, as well
as a TSL SurroundZone2 plug-in,
the ambience can be completely
adjusted to fit the requirements of
the scene.
“The B-Format files give users
the ability to tweak perspective of
the city ambiences with software
in real time to specifically match
the setting of a scene,” Forshee
concluded.
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Navigating the
with all-pur

NOA offers greater
archive integrity
NOA has
enhanced
its
mediARC
archival
solution
(right)
with the
new Item History feature, which enables
media archivists to more easily ensure
and verify the accuracy of their database.
Item History also allows cataloguing teams
and supervisors to ascertain not only who
changed an archive item and when — but
also exactly what was changed. This allows
users to easily and quickly review previous
versions of an item in the event that, for
example, it was erroneously updated.

IABM and AIB announce
strategic partnership
The Association for International
Broadcasting (AIB) has announced a
strategic partnership with the IABM. The
AIB represents 70 major international
broadcasters and has an active community
of 27,000 senior executives in media
companies in some 160 territories, while
IABM membership comprises more than
450 broadcast and media technology
suppliers worldwide. The new partnership
aims to bring together both ends of
the industry to create opportunities for
conversations that will “dramatically
increase” understanding and cooperation
across the entire media ecosystem.
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What are the tools available today that will
allow broadcasters to thrive in a multi-format
world? Shawn Liew finds out …

I

P, 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), high dynamic
range (HDR) and high frame rate
(HFR) are all key actors in the multiformat world that broadcasters find
themselves having to live in today.
In regions such as Asia-Pacific,
HD and, still to a considerable degree,
SD, continue to retain a high level of
relevance to many broadcasters in the
region. With the broadcast industry
facing a deluge of technological advancements, how can broadcasters

AJA’s support for IP workflows includes the
new IPR-1G-HDMI mini-converter, designed
to receive and decode JPEG 2000 streams
over an IP connection for HDMI displays.

overcome the corresponding workflow
challenges and continue to deliver the
best image quality to their viewers?
Format converters continue to have
a vital role to play in enabling broadcasters to deliver images of the best
quality to their viewers, Jeremy Courtney, head of media processing software, Snell Advanced Media (SAM),

❝In terms of workflows, good
format conversion simplifies the
process by helping broadcasters
get from one format to another,
without losing picture quality or
introducing unwanted errors.❞
— Jeremy Courtney,
Head of Media Processing Software,
Snell Advanced Media (SAM)

tells APB. “In terms of workflows,
good format conversion simplifies the
process by helping broadcasters get
from one format to another, without
losing picture quality or introducing
unwanted errors.”
This applies equally when broadcasters move from SD to 4K/UHD, as
it does the other way around, Courtney
stresses. For instance, he points out
that some broadcasters still have to
deliver in both SD and HD, but may
be recording in a different format to
the one being broadcast.
“Great format conversion ensures
that all images look as good as they
possibly can, while helping make compression easier,” he adds. “Going from
4K/UHD to SD, format conversion also
enables broadcasts to avoid unwanted
artefacts entering the image or softening the image.”

Chinese pop sensation reloads with
Blackmagic gear
To provide a live feed of Chinese singer Lu
Han’s solo concert tour for ME, a mobile
live streaming app of Chinese social entertainment platform YY, Guangzhou-based
Guangdong i-Mass Vision deployed a
range of Blackmagic Design equipment.
For instance, the concert was shot
entirely on four URSA Mini 4K PL cameras,
each equipped with a Blackmagic URSA
Mini B4 mount. Jiang Weizhong, director
of Guangdong i-Mass Vision, said: “Besides
a much wider dynamic range, using the
film camera for live production gives you
another advantage because it includes
an internal high-quality recorder, which
means even live, you get film quality
footage from each camera, great for post
production, without hanging an external
recorder for each camera.”
Each of the URSA Mini 4K cameras output a 1080i50 feed via SDI. To colour match
these cameras, each camera feed went
through a Blackmagic HDLink Pro converter before entering the ATEM 1 M/E Production Studio 4K switcher, controlled by the

AT E M
1 M/E
broadcast
panel. “There are no white balance settings in digital film cameras as found in
EFP cameras. However, using the HDLink
Pro converters, we were able to apply a
pre-built LUT to each of the camera feeds
for colour matching, which is a simpler
solution,” Jiang explained.
Throughout the history of broadcasting, converters have continued to play an
important role, and constitute the unseen
equipment and technology that brings
everything together, according to Richard
Lim, director, Asia, Blackmagic Design. “In
today’s world, where we are immersed in
an ever-converging market environment,
there is a greater need to get good quality
and simple to understand/use converters,”
he told APB.
At IBC 2016, Blackmagic announced
a new member to its Teranex family of
standards converters — the Teranex AV,
a broadcast-quality standards converter

Introduced at IBC
2016, the Teranex AV is a broadcast
quality standards converter designed
specifically for AV professionals.

designed specifically for AV professionals.
It features 12G-SDI and HDMI 2.0a
inputs, outputs and loop through, along
with AV specific features such as low latency, a still store, freeze frame and HiFi
audio inputs for professionals working on
live, staged presentations and conferences.
The Teranex Mini and the entire Teranex series have been designed to cater
for the ever-evolving needs of format
converters, and provide functions such
as 1:1 conversion and signal processing
up to 250 conversions, Lim added. “Along
with good quality converters, all Teranex
converters have a small LCD display for
users to browse through menus, obtain
status and even do some confidence visual
monitoring of the signal. All these are features that are aimed at solving the different needs of broadcasters,” he concluded.
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multi-format world
pose converters
Accepted broadcast standards
and formats vary greatly by geography and facility environment.
In some regions, broadcasters are
increasingly beginning to embrace
IP, 4K/UHD, HDR and HFR. In
others, SD and HD are still commonplace at broadcast facilities
— a key reason why manufacturers such as AJA Video Systems
continue to place an emphasis on
multi-format conversion within its
products and solutions portfolio.
Bryce Button, product marketing manager, AJA Video Systems,
elaborates: “With every arrival of
a new standard or format, broadcasters are asked to re-invent their
workflows, which makes access to
flexible, multi-format converters
essential. These devices allow facilities to bridge the gap between
formats, without having to invest
in a costly and unnecessary infrastructure overhaul.”
For those already looking at
HDR workflows, AJA is offering
the Hi5-4K-Plus mini-converter,
which offers support up to 60p

for 4K/UHD SDI to HDMI 2.0
conversion needs. Able to generate HDR metadata in accordance
with HDMI v2.0a/CTA-861.3, the
Hi5-4K-Plus provides a simple
monitoring connection from professional 4K/UHD devices using
Quad 3G-SDI, Quad 1.5G-SDI or
Dual 3G-SDI outputs to new displays with HDMI 2.0 inputs. This
allows 4:2:2/4:4:4 60p professional
workflows to be cost-effectively
monitored, says AJA.
And having joined the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS)
earlier this year, AJA is also actively
supporting the transition to broadcast IP. For instance, Kona IP, AJA’s
professional desktop video and I/O
solution for IP-based workflows,
supports SMPTE 2022-6 and 20227 for redundancy protection and
allows media professionals to take
advantage of emerging standards
in IP compression and protocols
as they arise.
At IBC 2016, AJA also announced the IPR-1G-HDMI and
IPR-1G-SDI mini-converters, de-

❝With every arrival of a
new standard or format,
broadcasters are asked to reinvent their workflows, which
makes access to flexible, multiformat converters essential.❞
— Bryce Button,
Product Marketing Manager,
AJA Video Systems

Besides the Alchemist
Ph.C-HD, SAM also
offers the softwarebased Alchemist XF
format and frame rate
converter.

signed to receive and decode JPEG
2000 streams over an IP connection
for HDMI displays, or to support
delivery into 3G-SDI workflows.
Being standards-agnostic is
perhaps the key here, as Button
explains: “Ensuring our customers
can work with an array of formats
and standards that allow them to
be nimble remains our priority.”
The key feature, and the first
one that broadcasters should be
looking for, is image quality, advises
SAM’s Courtney. “From then on,
it really depends on whether you
are using format converters for
file-based format conversion or live
format conversion,” he continues.
For the former, pick solutions
that adhere to open standards
and offer scalability and flexibility. This, Courtney explains, will
enable the use of commodity IT
hardware. For live format conversion, density and utility features,
such as audio processing and support for subtitles and captions, are
features to look out for, he adds.
Also at IBC 2016, SAM highlighted enhancements to its Alchemist XF format and frame
rate converter. A software version
of the Alchemist PH.C-HD con-

verter, Alchemist was developed
to support open standards for
file-based and live workflows.
A component of the SAM xFile
software framework, Alchemist
XF supports format and frame
rate conversion from SD up to 4K/
UHD for a variety of file formats,
including Apple ProRes.
Similarly sitting within the
xFile software framework, the
newly launched Kronos XF software harnesses the legacy expertise
of Alchemist for media re-timing.
Courtney highlights: “Kronos XF
allows broadcasters to offer the
best image quality and pitch perfect audio in media interpolation.
For media companies, it opens up
more slots in playout schedules for
advertising, without impacting on
the viewing experience.”
Avoid taking a single solution
approach, even when faced with
a wide range of options. Instead,
select multi-purpose products,
says AJA’s Button, who continues:
“A frame synchroniser offering
extensive conversion might go a
lot further, allowing you to more
deftly handle a variety of projects
while saving valuable space.”
He cites the example of AJA’s

FS product line-up, which offers
a range of conversion solutions
ranging from SD to 4K/UHD. A
new member to the FS family is
the FS4 four-channel 2K/HD/SD
or one-channel 4K/UHD frame
synchroniser and up, down, crossconverter.
AJA also offers a range of
fibre-based products, as well as
mini-converters for converting
computer formats to the video
world, through the ROI family of
scan converters.
Simply put, if there is a conversion need emerging on the horizon, AJA is probably already working to develop a new converter
for it, Button assures. “We’ve also
integrated HFR support across our
mini-converters line-up from the
Hi5-4K-Plus (in addition to HDR
support), to the Hi5-Fibre with
3G-SDI allowing HFR — more
will come in the future.”
Button’s par ting advice:
“Technology is constantly evolving, so it's important to look for
converters backed by companies
that offer regular firmware updates — this will ensure you’re
able to keep pace with industry
changes.”

Asia-Pacific operators turn to Conax for content protection
Cignal TV, a pay-TV operator based in the
Philippines, is deploying Conax Cardless
content protection technology to secure
its next phases of growth.
Jane J Basas, president of Cignal TV,
said: “Security partner Conax is providing
us with the open, flexible solutions required
for Cignal TV’s growing platform requirements. We are highly confident that Conax’s
extensive experience, proven track record
in the industry and future-proof innovations make them a natural partner in our
growth plans.”
Based on the company’s flagship Conax
Contego unified security hub, Conax Cardless technology provides complete platform
protection for Cignal’s new generations of
SD, HD and hybrid set-top boxes (STBs).
Conax Contego is developed for seamless support and integration of all major

distribution technologies and formats
including UHD/4K, smart cards, cardless,
next-generation IPTV security, advanced
multi-DRM/over-the-top (OTT) services and
new hybrid network combinations.
Conax Cardless, according to Conax, will
protect Cignal TV’s platform revenues with
a combination of hardware security and
software security, providing hardware root
of trust for the “best level of protection.”
The cardless secure software is executed
within a purpose-built hardware protected
environment (Secure Execution Environment) within the chipset and supports
co-existence with smart card populations.
Because Conax technology is based on a
single, unified back-end, only one backend is necessary in any operation, thus
reducing complexity and cost for Cignal’s
growth plans.

Morten Solbakken, president and CEO
of Conax, added: “The highly flexible Conax
Cardless technology is scalable to support
Cignal’s future platform developments,
providing ultimate platform protection
and easy deployment of new value-adding
consumer services.
“We are proud to provide a future-proof
solution that supports Cignal’s roadmap for
fresh new monetisation strategies.”
Also deploying Conax Cardless is Indian
direct-to-home (DTH) operator Dish TV,
who is deploying the technology to enable
the use of multiple layers of content protection in the new Dish TV and SITI Cable
cardless STBs.
Jawahar Goel, managing director, Dish
TV, explained: “With the increasingly competitive landscape in the operator segment
and the need for access to premium content

Speaking on Cignal
TV’s deployment
of Conax Cardless
technology, Conax's
Morten Solbakken said
that Conax Cardless
will support Cignal’s
future platform
developments
and support new
monetisation
strategies.

while keeping operational costs low, it is
essential to employ flexible solutions that
also offer a high level of security as we look
to continue to grow our business.
“Conax has been a long-term partner
and we believe their strong security solutions will provide an important layer of
security to our growing pay-TV business
already servicing more than 13 million
subscribers.”
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Axon’s Cerebrum control and monitoring
helps CTV deliver Open Golf coverage
For the second year running, Axon
Digital Design's Cerebrum control
and monitoring system helped CTV
Outside Broadcast (OB) make light
work of the “extremely complex”
technical infrastructure required
to deliver the Open Golf Championship.
Because of an 11th hour decision by the tournament organisers
to appoint European Tour Productions (ETP) as host broadcaster,
along with Sky Sports and NBC
Sports, time was of the essence
for those who were responsible
for broadcasting the tournament.
OB specialist CTV, for instance,
had only a week in which to build
a small broadcast village, revealed
Richard Morton, CTV’s engineerin-charge. He added: “In previous
years, we used OB trucks to deliver
the live feed, but this year the scale
of the facilities required was beyond the limits of a truck.
“Instead, we built a temporary
broadcast centre with a main production gallery, a main submix and

Axon’s Cerebrum control and
monitoring system provided
the heartbeat for CTV Outside
Broadcast’s recent coverage of
the Open Golf Championship.

a super-iso/replay room for ETP’s
world feed. There was also a main
production gallery for NBC Sports,
plus an iso/replay gallery and a
main audio mix area.”
With more than 160 cameras on-site, CTV had to monitor
some 1,000 pictures at any one
time. The task was so large that it

required the installation of two
Cerebrum systems — one for ETP
and one for NBC Sports. These controlled two SAM hybrid routers, two
large Calrec audio matrix, 22 Lawo
V-Pro boxes, over 80 Evertz VIPs
and two GV K-Frame switchers.
The systems also handled feeds to
numerous CTV OB trucks looking

after other broadcasters.
By acting as the nerve centre
for all routing functions, and linking together all the main broadcast
equipment from numerous major
manufacturers, Cerebrum enabled
CTV to deliver a highly efficient
workflow encompassing elements
such as hybrid router control, tally,
UMD, multi-viewers, monitoring,
remote colour balance and the
control of bunker cameras, as well
as Panasonic pan-and-tilt cameras.
Attributing the success of the
broadcast to the flexibility provided
by Cerebrum, Morton said: “Cerebrum's advanced functionality and
broad range of features simplifies
multi-device control, making it very
simple for multiple engineers to
operate the system and give clients
everything they asked for in a very
short timeframe.
“Also, because we had two
Cerebrum systems operating at
once, we had built-in redundancy.
Nothing did go wrong, but it was
reassuring to know we had backup

in the event of any problems.”
For this year’s Open, Axon also
supplied 40 CCP-4200B panels with
42 high-density buttons, which
were specifically designed for CTV.
“These were fantastic because they
allowed us to maximise the button
density in our technical real estate,”
Morton continued. “We had more
than 150 EVS record channels running continuously, but with these
panels our EVS operators could
select every shot and every camera
angle very quickly.”
Familiarity with Cerebrum also
helped to alleviate the nerves
arising from a number of new
clients to serve, revealed Morton.
Because Cerebrum had already
been installed in CTV’s largest OB
truck, a good understanding of
the system and its capabilities was
already forged. “Also, we tested the
water with Cerebrum at The Open
last year and it performed really
well, so we were very confident
with our infrastructure,” Morton
concluded.

Global clients turn to Aspera for media transfer and delivery
A number of global media companies have
adopted the Aspera Files hybrid cloudbased content sharing service, a Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) offering on IBM Cloud.
These include Dubai-based Beelink,
which produces and distributes exclusive
content, mainly Arabic drama series, from
its studios in Egypt.
To meet an expanded production
schedule, Beelink replaced its legacy HDD
distribution, which often resulted in un
acceptable delays, with Aspera Files. The
company was in full production within
hours, with nothing to provision or deploy
except an install-on-demand browser
plug-in.
Beelink organised episodes in folders on

a per series basis and used the "share" facility with view-only permissions to distribute
only authorised content to its customers,
who are required to log in for content access audit purpose.
Assets were uploaded from Egypt over
a 50Mbps line and then downloaded by
Beelink customers at the highest speed
from Aspera Files, which is built on top
of Aspera FASP high-speed transfer technology. Episodes reaching 17GB were
uploaded to Files and downloaded within
25 minutes by customers running 100Mbps
lines.
A new pay-as-you-go option for Aspera
Files further enables media companies —
from small to large — to take advantage of

the Aspera platform with a cost-effective
offering that scales with their business, while
a brandable workspace model accommodates the project nature of the digital media
business, said Aspera.
In Australia, Fox Sports Australia has
adopted Aspera Shares and Aspera Pointto-Point software to simplify and accelerate
the process of programme sourcing.
With Point-to Point, content providers
initiate and manage secure high-speed
transfers. Once the transfer is completed,
administrators at Fox are immediately
notified that the content is ready. The files
are then passed through a series of steps
including transcoding and QC checks via
Telestream Vantage.

Once editing and processing is completed, the finished content is uploaded
to Aspera Shares for distribution where it
can be browsed and downloaded at high
speed by users with appropriate access
rights. The Aspera implementation immediately improved the way Fox Sports
Australia receive and process content, said
Judd Walliker, broadcast services manager
at Fox Sports Australia.
He added: “We’re able to receive programmes faster than ever before and no
longer have to search for physical content.
The Aspera solution is trusted and widely
deployed in the media industry, so we
could leverage digital transfer with multiple
partners.”

Caton Technology powers Guangzhou Broadcasting Network’s
transmission of Rio Olympics
For its round-the-clock coverage
of the Olympic Games in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, Guangzhou Broadcasting Network (GZBN) deployed
Caton Technology’s LCP-300 video
transmitting system and Cydex file
transfer software for high-speed
transmissions back to China.
Video feeds from a Sony camera were sent to a Caton LCP-300
4G encoder and transmitter, which
then transmitted the encoded video
signals to a server in Guangzhou via
a 4G network. For edited video files,
they were transferred to Guangzhou via open Internet through
the AES-256 encrypted Cydex file

transfer software solution.
Cydex’s per formance was
“smooth and stable”, and provided
GZBN stable transmission support
while providing the broadcaster
with cost and manpower savings
from production to post, GZBN
reflected.
A GZBN spokesperson continued: “We chose to use Caton’s
technology because it’s supportive
and powerful, and surpassed our
needs. As this worldwide sports
event was very important to all
media professionals, we’re responsible to provide the best broadcast
service to our end-users. To al-

low them to be the first ones to
watch the latest sports results, we
required the highest quality and
most capable network transmission system.
“When we used Caton’s R2TP
technology via 4G network, the performance was efficient and saved
us from using a lot of expensive
equipment and human resources.”
GZBN also used Cydex’s F2TP
technology to transfer large files of
some segments of the Rio Games,
which GZBN found to be more
efficient than the traditional File
Transfer Protocol (FTP).
All in all, Caton’s software and

Guangzhou Broadcasting Network attributed its successful coverage of the Olympic
Games in Brazil to Caton Technology’s solutions.

hardware solutions provided GZBN
with an end-to-end transmission
solution, which provided “the most
reliable and flexible performance,

and over 10 times more efficiency
than other software solutions in the
same network”, the GZBN spokesperson concluded.
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Acquisitions and a new aim for Ross Video
Ross Video has completed the
acquisition of Abekas, a professional HD/SD digital video/audio
equipment manufacturer; and
Coveloz, which offers design and
firmware solutions addressing the
time-sensitive networking and
processing of audio, video and
control signals.
Abekas’ product line, which
includes the Mira replay server,
the Mira & Tria production servers
and AirCleaner profanity elimination delay system, “fits perfectly” into Ross Video’s portfolio
and live production focus, according to David Ross, CEO of Ross
Video. “Replay, especially, is a
component we needed to round
out our solution set. Abekas has
a very similar mindset and value
proposition to Ross, providing
great technology at reasonable
prices.”

One of the first products to be
introduced since the acquisition
is Streamline Play, which brings a
media asset management (MAM)
and media object server (MOS)
workflow to the Mira production
server for news production applications.
And in a bid to help drive the
broadcast IP ecosystem, Ross Video
has acquired Coveloz with the
goal of enabling the rapid, costeffective and broadly interoperable
adoption of studio video-over-IP
technologies worldwide.
Ross continued: “Coveloz has
some great core technology and
an amazing vision for the IP future.
As we’ve been working with their
team to implement technology
on our new platforms, we’ve been
impressed. We’re excited to have
them as part of the Ross family of
companies and look forward to

Datavideo brings
4K/UHD production
capabilities to China

Jack Lin, president of Datavideo, was at BIRTV 2016 to introduce some of the
company’s products, including the KMU-100 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) multi-camera
unit.

One of Datavideo’s highlights at
the recently concluded BIRTV
2016 in Beijing, China, was the
company’s KMU-100 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) multi-camera unit,
which is providing “a bridge
between HD and 4K/UHD”.
Essentially a 4K/UHD production solution that delivers
multiple full HD scaled camera
angles, the KMU-100 connects
the output of a single 4K/UHD
camera, which can then be
displayed on up to four 16x9
user-defined cropped windows
that display four separate HD
signals through HD-SDI.
Datavideo also highlighted
its new 5-in-1 TVS-2000 virtual
chromakeyer system, which consists of a tracking virtual studio
system, a character generator, a
recorder and a network streaming server.
Calling the TVS-2000 the

“first tracking virtual studio
system with high cost-performance ratio” in the broadcast
industry, Datavideo said that
an integrated virtual set maker
allows users to place layers of
pictures, objects and talents in
different orders; thus, virtual
sets can be customised to user’s
requirements.
The virtual set maker can
also be installed independently
on other PCs so that users will
be able to have an unlimited
amount of virtual sets to satisfy
their needs for new scenes.
Other solutions offered
by Datavideo include the SE500HD and SE-650 small-sized
HD switchers; the HS-1500T, a
HDBaseT mobile video studio
that integrates HD video, audio,
data and control into one cable;
and the HS-1200, an HD sixchannel portable video studio.

Ross Video is in a position to influence how IP is going to move forward, said
Andrew Tan, director of Sales, Asia-Pacific, Ross Video.

Coveloz continuing to focus on
their media IP work.”
Ross Video’s IP work includes
new membership into the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS), an

independent trade association with
the stated goal of promoting open
standards and interoperability in
broadcast IP.
Andrew Tan, director of sales,

Asia-Pacific, Ross Video, told APB:
“A lot of people are saying that
IP is the future but not too many
people are actually jumping on the
IP bandwagon. At Ross Video, we
believe that we are in a position to
influence how IP is going to move
forward.”
Ross Video has also introduced
PIVOTCam, a pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ)
camera designed for assembly,
education, corporate, house of
worship acquisition, as well as
events and broadcast point-of-view
(POV) productions.
Able to be operated under a
wide range of lighting conditions,
PIVOTCam offers 3G 1080p and HD
visuals with low noise and high sensitivity, combined with 20x optical
zoom. It can also be controlled by
Ross Video’s DashBoard control and
monitoring system, and Carbonite
switchers.

Avid selects
IHSE as network
KVM solution
Avid’s latest Pro Tools S6 modular control surface
is now integrated with KVM (keyboard, video and
mouse) switch support based on the IHSE network
protocol.
Through the S8 master touch module, the central
hub of the S6 surface, users can control the Draco
tera S6 KVM switch to select between multiple Pro
Tools workstations and other digital audio workstations (DAWs).
IHSE’s KVM solutions have been part of many
Avid-based audio-mixing studios around the world
for several years, including Wildfire Sonic Magic, Technicolor Sound, Deluxe, Todd Soundelux and Electric
Entertainment.
With some 1,000 Pro Tools S6 systems operating
in leading studios and production facilities worldwide,
and more than 35,000 users, Avid said it has created
the industry’s most open architecture for third-party
connectivity, enabling comprehensive solutions for
content creation, management and distribution. The
integration of IHSE’s API for network control of KVM
switching, Avid added, further expands Avid’s partner
ecosystem.
Jonathan Wales, CEO of Wildfire Sonic Magic,
detailed: “The IHSE KVM integration with the Avid
S6 system was something we were very keen on. It
enables the workstation monitor to literally ‘follow’
what you’re working on as you work on the control
surface. Everyone loves it here, and we are thrilled with
such integrations.”
Already delivering efficient workflows for fast precision mixing, the integration of IHSE KVM is making
Pro Tools S6 faster and easier to set up and configure
than ever before, said Tim Carroll, vice-president of
product management for audio, Avid. “We selected
IHSE’s Draco tera as our preferred KVM solution because of its ultra-fast switching, intelligent scalability,
and simple user interface. The performance of the
KVM is so fast that the audio-mixing engineer cannot
perceive that a switch has actually been made,” he
added.
During the development process, the IHSE
engineering staff worked closely with Avid’s technical

IHSE highlighted a combined live demonstration of the Avid
Pro Tools S6 and the Draco tera S6 KVM system at IBC 2016.

team to support KVM protocol development, implementing the necessary features and connectivity
between the Draco tera S6 KVM switch and the S6
master console.
The end-result is a combined solution that enables audio professionals to instantly switch Pro Tools
sources, informed Enno Littmann, managing director
of IHSE.
He explained: “[This] allows them to focus on their
jobs, rather than be distracted by the equipment or
wait for a system reconfiguration to be carried out for
them. “Individual studios can be assigned as required,
operators will work more effectively and valuable assets can be better managed — with greater efficiency
and security.”
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ND SatCom and Sevis
in interoperability
agreement
ND SatCom has announced full
interoperability with Savis Systems’ suite
of Intelligent Backhaul Optimisation
(IBO applications). The combined
platform by the companies provides
a high-speed and bandwidth-efficient
solution for mobile network operators
(MNOs) that wish to expand 3G and LTE
coverage in remote or rural areas that are
unserved or underserved by terrestrial
backhaul technology. Joint testing of
the combined ND SatCom SKYWAN
5G terminals and Sevis IBO, including
optimisation and transmission control
protocol (TCP) acceleration technology,
resulted in “substantial bandwidth savings
and boosted performance over highlatency geostationary (GEO) satellite links
provisioned for both 3G and LTE backhaul”,
the companies reported.

Barnfind frames
pack a punch for CP
Communications

CP Communications, a provider of custom
engineering solutions, turned to Barnfind
Americas to design and supply a fibrebased signal transport system to White
Cherry Entertainment, the production
team responsible for the American Theatre
Wing’s 2016 Tony Awards. Barnfind Americas
designed a modular system comprising two
BarnOne-02 frames, each with eight channels
of HD/SDI to optical conversion and a pair
of BT-House-LGX-CWDM-16 multiplexers, as
well as one pair of Ethernet to optical SFPs.
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Providing global tr
connectivity for liv
More than ever before, news
crews in the field need to
be equipped to go live with
breaking news at a moment’s
notice. Fortunately, many of
the most advanced wireless
transmission systems and
solutions are geared up
to support exactly that, as
Shawn Liew discovers …

I

n today’s age of social media, the ability
to deliver breaking news instantaneously
cannot be understated. Any outages in
connectivity, particularly in live broadcast,
can be potentially damaging.
One company that is aiming to bring
continuous global broadcast connectivity, and to ensure that broadcasters can
quickly and easily go live, is Dejero.
At the recent Olympic Games in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, the company’s LIVE+
EnGo mobile transmitters allowed news
crews to cover stories as they broke,
whether in the mountains, by the beach,
or around the Olympic Park. Essentially,
it was about ensuring that broadcasters
were able to get over the limitations of
traditional broadcasting and be flexible,
explains Bogdan Frusina, founder and
CTO of Dejero.
He tells APB: “Further to this, we wanted to provide and guarantee good, reliable
service to to our customers. With major
sporting events such as the Olympics, you
don’t always know what the cell networks
are going to be like in a high-density area
such as Rio.
“So, we took the precautionary measure of adding private Wi-Fi hotspots,
providing customers with guaranteed
bandwidth in multiple locations that
allowed them to transmit their content
back home right away.”
A new version of the LIVE+ EnGo
transmitter allows it to be used as a ‘hotspot’ to help users in the field connect
all their mobile devices to the Internet
from various locations. This eliminates
the need to carry additional portable
hotspot or pocket router devices, while a
new user-changeable SIM module allows
field operators to quickly and easily switch

In Asia, Dejero works with systems integrator Ideal Systems to offer Ideal-Live, an equipment
rental service for professional mobile video gathering. The service utilises the LIVE+ EnGo
transmitters with pre-installed cellular data SIM cards from multiple local mobile operators
for immediate live broadcasting.

between different sets of SIM cards in
a LIVE+ EnGo transmitter.
It further supports modems designed for use across multiple geographic regions instead of just one
region, thus providing international
reporting teams with optimum connectivity when they use the LIVE+
EnGo transmitter around the world,
including over wireless IP networks.
Wireless broadcasting, and IP for
broadcasting in general, are here to
stay, and are “definitely not fads”, says
Frusina, who adds: “Wireless networks
are continuing to get better, resulting
in the transmission over bonded cellular becoming the standard way of
gathering content.”
With the simplicity, ease-of-use
and access to connectivity and speed
bonded cellular offers, news crews are
now able to provide high-quality, HD
video from anywhere. “Being able to
do this on-the-go provides broadcasters with a lot of advantages versus
traditional technologies,” says Frusina,
who notes an increasing number of
wireless providers investing in LTE

With the simplicity, easeof-use and access to
connectivity and speed
bonded cellular offers,
news crews are now able
to provide high quality,
HD video from anywhere.

and LTE Advanced technologies in 5G
networks. “This means that networks
will be able to handle speedier and
more wireless-data payloads to satisfy
the demands in high-density population areas.”
With the LIVE+ EnGo transmitter
already encoding IP video and bonding networks including cellular, Wi-Fi,
Ethernet and satellite, Fursina is quick
to point out that Dejero has been in
the IP space for a long time, and will
continue to evolve its product offerings to support the move to IP — as a
member of the Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS), which Dejero became a member of this March.
He concludes: “By joining AIMS,
we are looking forward to collaborating with other vendors and manufacturers, and to increase the interoperability between our partners as the
transition from SDI to IP continues.”
In Asia, Dejero is also working
closely with systems integrator Ideal
Systems to deliver a complete endto-end content acquisition platform
— through Ideal-Live, an equipment
rental service for professional mobile
video gathering.
Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal
Systems for South-east Asia, explains:
“There is a lot more content that needs
to be gathered from a lot more locations [in Asia], and we see increasing
demand in the diversity and quality
of content.”
Ideal-Live utilises the LIVE+ EnGo
transmitters with pre-installed cellular
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data SIM cards from multiple local mobile
operators for immediate live broadcasting.
This allows 3G and 4G/LTE networks to be
bonded with Ethernet or Wi-Fi for optimisation with a local wireless infrastructure.
Since its launch at the start of the year,
sports broadcasters such as Fox Sports, 11
Network Sports and Encompass Digital
Media have been using Ideal-Live to cover

many live events, including the F1 racing and English football matches, reveals
Mc Kiernan.
Ideal-Live offers a number of services
— from a simple transmitter rental for live
news and sports events to more managed
services with engineering support for events
in the field. The service requirements from
different operators, naturally, are varied,

❝Wireless networks are
continuing to get better,
resulting in the transmission
over bonded cellular
becoming the standard way
of gathering content.❞
— Bogdan Frusina,
Founder & CTO, Dejero

says Mc Kiernan. “Some want the 3G/4G
data bundled with the rental, while some
ask for a mix of purchase and rental of
equipment,” he elaborates. “We have also
engaged in a number of live corporate events
such as seminars and product launches with
multi-camera productions being switched
and pushed live to YouTube and Facebook.”
In the long term, both Ideal Systems

The appetite for content is prompting
manufacturers to explore every avenue to
reduce the size of physical devices — to
make them smaller, faster and more energy
efficient without sacrificing performance.
This drive extends from working out how
to compress the business end of an outside
broadcast (OB) truck into a single flight
case to HD transmitters that a child can
easily handle. None of this would have been
thought possible just a few years ago, but
a lot has changed. Today, miniaturisation is
a competitive necessity.
For electronic newsgathering (ENG) in
particular, the move to produce lightweight,
compact systems that enable a reporter to
double as a cameraman, arriving at a scene,
setting up and reporting — in minutes with
no need for a separate engineer to establish
connectivity — is crucial. Speed to air is allimportant today.
Although the quality requirements of
news, sports and live events continue to diverge, the need for rapid access to provide
new story-telling perspectives with reliable
technology remain similar. Fortunately, the
miniaturisation of technology is almost
keeping pace with the need for it, but you
have to know where to look.
Miniaturisation offers discretion, easier
integration and much more freedom of
movement. Static cameras still have their
place, but audiences want to see news and
events not just from places they have never
been before, but from compelling points
of view that make them feel engaged and
“there”.
To achieve this, cameras and their transmitters are trending towards lighter, smaller
and increasingly robust wireless transmission systems. This gives broadcasters the
ability to cover news, events and sports in
ways that establish new benchmarks for
creative work.
Domo’s new SOLO7 OBTX transmitter is
a good example of a transmitter specifically
designed for creative ENG applications. It
docks neatly onto all types of ENG cameras
to enable them to follow the most extreme
flavours of news or sports without falling at

the first hurdle.
But let’s not forget IP. Everyone is
aware that IP is dramatically altering the
broadcast landscape, including wireless
transmission systems. Wireless transmitters
that include IP-connectivity are the way
forward for those transitioning to IP-based
infrastructures. Our SOLO8 SDR takes this
into account by including IP connectivity as
part of its exceptionally high density of connectors. With its software-defined ability to
perform multiple functions, the SOLO8 SDR
reduces the need to find, or source, pesky
bits of technology that were forgotten and
left back at base.
An example of this is how the SOLO8
SDR supports dual HD-SDI inputs plus USB
and Ethernet I/O interfaces, and the Ethernet interface supports IP video streaming.
This combination makes the SOLO8 SDR an
all-in-one IP encoder, front-end recorder
and COFDM TX.
The transmitter also includes an ISM
radio band telemetry receiver that enables
return command and control that can not
only be used to control in-built recording
and power the unit on and off, but also has
a return data link with sufficient capacity
to support camera commands for colour
and other parameters. Wired or wireless,
cameras can be controlled remotely by an
industry standard remote control panel
(RCP). This is a key enabler in allowing
mini-camera systems to be integrated into
broadcast environments.
And it’s that integration that has, in the
past, been the problem. Stringing cables for
many OB applications is nonsensical, and
while many wireless approaches used to
be unreliable and produced poor picture
quality, this is no longer the case. Besides
the SOLO7 OBTX modular camera back
transmitter, we are now developing a new
module that interfaces directly within the
SOLO7 OBTX, transforming this already
feature-rich radio into a class-leading
ENG transmitter based on our SOLO8 SDR
platform.
The functionality that this radio offers
for ENG is, to me, staggering. It provides full
bidirectional communication and control
from camera to studio, which means that

and Dejero see continued growth in the live
event and live production markets.
“At the same time, we are seeing the
migration of live coverage to bonded IP
technology over Internet and 4G in a move
away from more expensive satellite-based
services. Due to this, we’ll continue to invest in the expansion of our services to our
customers,” Mc Kiernan concludes.

NEC helps TV
Globo trial
8K terrestial
broadcast system

Go small or go home
BY JP DELPORT
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Wireless and IP: At IBC 2016, Domo Broadcast
highlighted a range of wireless transmitters that
include IP-connectivity.

production teams can move many of the
command, control and creative functions
right back to a studio or OB truck, therefore
substantially reducing the costs of live news
production.
We have already trialled this new
module in live applications and are delighted with the results. What all of this
means is that a complete evolution of
wireless technologies is under way. New
technologies and applications for RF and
IP will introduce surprising new production options. We have led the way in those
developments and look forward to sharing
them with the wider world.
The bottom line is that the ability to get
information from a camera back to base
“as quickly as possible” is no longer good
enough. There’s no “as possible” about it.
“Now” is the name of the game, and if you
want to stay competitive, I would suggest
that now is the time to get small to go
large.
JP Delport is Sales Director at Domo
Broadcast Products.

For its coverage of the recent Olympic
Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazilian broadcaster TV Globo trialled a live 8K terrestrial
broadcasting system.
Tooru Watanabe, general manager,
broadcast and media division, NEC
Corporation, described to APB the two
8K signals that were produced by TV
Globo. One 8K signal was transmitted
over optical fibre from the datacentre of
Globo.com, a Globo group Internet
company, to the Museu do Amanhã
auditorium in Rio de Janeiro. There, an
audience of 250 were treated to an 8K
experience of the Games through a 300inch TV screen and a 22.2 channel audio
channel.
The other 8K signal was transmitted through a prototype of the 8K
digital terrestrial transmission system
using a transmitter station in Rio de
Janeiro to an exposition booth at the
Museu do Amanhã named Experiencing
tomorrow — The evolution of television
in Brazil. In an 8K room at the booth,
visitors enjoyed immersive 8K video
transmitted over-the-air via a 98-inch TV
screen.
Declaring the trial to be a success,
Watanabe detailed: “One of the key technological challenges for this 8K transmission trial was to realise live transmission of
a large amount of 8K signal data — which
has 16 times higher resolution than the HD
digital format — over an existing digital
TV transmitter system.
“The key takeaways were that we were
able to prove that 8K live transmission
over-the-air is feasible, and we were able
to showcase a possible future for 8K digital
terrestrial TV services.”
The opportunity to participate in the
trial, Watanabe concluded, will also enable
NEC to reinforce its efforts towards the
expansion of next-generation broadcasting services “beyond full HD and well into
the future”.
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Hitachi Kokusai adopts OB-Box concept for
outside broadcast
Hitachi Kokusai Turkey recently delivered a multifunctional outside broadcast (OB) vehicle to Thailand’s
Royal Thai Army Television (Channel 5).
Based around Hitachi’s OB-Box concept, the OB vehicle
is designed to support productions where a larger OB
truck would be impractical or cost-prohibitive. Cemal
Yilmaz, general manager, Hitachi Kokusai Turkey, shares
with APB the finer details of the OB-Box concept.
Can you elaborate on the OB-Box concept
and how it can benefit broadcasters such
as Channel 5?
Cemal Yilmaz: OB-Box is a concept that
enables broadcasters to use the latest
production technologies in a highly costeffective way.
In essence, Hitachi’s OB-Box is a fully
featured modular OB facility that is delivered
to the customer and then mounted onto a
vehicle’s chassis using a proprietary fixing
kit. This approach significantly reduces the
manufacture and delivery time in any market
worldwide as it removes the need to source
and ship an appropriate vehicle for each
customer.
The OB-Box comes in three different configurations, which support four, eight and 12
production cameras. The option of a booth
side extension adds further flexibility to unit
sizing. In addition, an ability to connect two
OB-Box units in a cascade configuration
adds more versatility and facilitates many
different sizes of OB units up to 20 camera
mobile facilities.
Each OB-Box is specified, designed and

manufactured at Hitachi’s Istanbul-based
facility to meet the customer’s OB needs.
The unit provides all of the video, audio,
transmission and infrastructure capabilities
needed to create a standalone OB facility.
The technical specification of the unit is such
that it will support any broadcast signal from
serial digital to HD and even 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) production.
Alongside satellite and fibre connectivity,
the units integrate powerful Ethernet connectivity, which provides production teams
with Internet facilities on-site. At the same
time, OB-Box features sophisticated cloud
capabilities, which enable users to send 4K/
UHD content back to the broadcaster’s production centre quickly and easily.
In the face of technologies such as cellular
bonded and drone technologies, how can
today’s OB vans be designed to continue
to be relevant to broadcasters, who are
increasingly cost-conscious?
Yilmaz: While these new technologies aid
broadcasters in increasing the number of
production tools available, there still remain

1,450 satellites to be launched
over the next decade
On average, 145 satellites with launch mass
of more than 50kg will be launched annually
by 2025 for government agencies and commercial organisations worldwide.
Collectively, the 1,450 satellites over
50kg to be launched over 2016-2025 will
represent a market of US$250 billion for the
space industry to build and launch, predicted
consulting and analyst firm Euroconsult in
the 19th edition of the Satellites to be built
and launched over the next 10 years report.
Of these, government satellites are set
to dominate — the 880 satellites to be
launched for civilian and military agencies
in 60 countries will represent a market of
$193 billion. Governments dominate the
space industry, Euroconsult explained, as
established space countries replace and
expand their in-orbit satellite systems and
more countries acquire their first operational
satellite systems.
In the commercial space sector, a total of
560 satellites are expected to be launched by
40 companies over the next decade. Most
of these satellites, said Euroconsult, will be
for the replacement of the communications
capacity currently in orbit.
Over two-thirds of the commercial

Some 1,450 satellites, for both government and
commercial purposes, will be launched over the
next decade, Euroconsult has predicted.

space market remains concentrated in
geostationary orbit, the destination of almost
300 satellites operated by 30 companies for
communications and broadcast services.
The 11 commercial constellations to be
launched into non-geostationary orbits
for communications services and Earth
observation imagery should represent a
market of $1.6 billion per year on average
over the next decade, Euroconsult concluded.

Hitachi’s OB-Box concept is essentially a fully featured modular OB facility that is delivered to the
customer and then mounted onto a vehicle’s chassis using a proprietary fixing kit.

big advantages from having an OB vehicle at
the site of the event or news scene.
One feature of OB-Box is its small, lightweight design, which enables users to access
locations that are not possible for the larger,
traditional type of OB truck.
Instead of one big truck, a broadcaster
can also afford to buy two or even three
OB-Box units, which can then be used to
televise a wide range of smaller sporting,
cultural and current affairs events within
its region. While the facilities that a big OB
provides is required, several OB-Box units
can be cascaded together.
One area that Hitachi is looking to support with the OB-Box concept is 4K/UHD

production. How do you see this trend
developing, and is the OB-Box concept
also designed to support IP live production?
Yilmaz: The answer to both questions is
yes. From the start, OB-Box has sought to
exploit the latest advances in broadcast technologies, including 4K/UHD and IP-based
production.
We can demonstrate how, with OB-Box,
Hitachi can capture images in the highest
resolution and then communicate these
pictures back to base quickly and easily. A
strong theme running through the OB-Box
concept is its ability to create the highest
quality broadcast pictures in the most economical and cost-effective way.

Eagle News provides bird’s-eye
view of Mongolian election
For its coverage of Mongolia’s parliamentary election this June, Eagle News
deployed Aviwest’s DMNG PRO180-RA
video uplink system, which allowed the
local broadcaster to successfully broadcast
live HD video of the event over 3G/4G
cellular wireless networks with “minimal
delay”.
G. Baterdene, chief engineer at Eagle
News, explained: “During the election,
speed and efficiency were critical from
a broadcast perspective. Our viewers
wanted to be kept abreast of the results
in real time.
“Aviwest’s DMNG PRO180-RA is a
lightweight, compact and dockable
solution that made it easy for our news
crew to move between various venues
and stream live high-quality HD video.
At the end of the day, our viewers
felt like they were in the heart of the
action during the parliamentary voting
process.”
Eagle News travelled to 10 different
election voting centres throughout the
city of Ulaanbaatar, transmitting an
up-close look at the Mongolian voting

process. After the election was over,
the first results were announced by the
Mongolian election agency. Leveraging
Aviwest’s DMNG PRO180-RA system, Eagle
News crews provided live coverage of the
results, giving viewers immediate access
to information.
A c c o rd i n g to E a g l e N e w s , t h e
DMNG PRO180-RA system’s ability to
automatically detect real-time network
capabilities was “especially useful” during
the election. Through a user-friendly
and intuitive touch-screen interface, the
broadcaster could easily configure and
operate the system, as well as communicate
with the studio through the IFB return
channel.
The DMNG PRO180-RA features eight
3G/4G internal modems with internal
high-efficiency custom antenna array,
a built-in Wi-Fi modem, and two H.264
video encoders, allowing Eagle News to
stream live HD video without latency.
Weighing about 1kg, the portable system
can be easily connected to any professional
camera and mounted via V-Mount, Gold
Mount or PAG plates.
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Artel enhances
IP capabilities in
DigiLink platform
Artel Video Systems’ DLC450 IP gateway for
transport of HD, SD, ASI and GigE signals
over 10G Ethernet networks, is expanding IP
support in the company’s flagship DigiLink
media transport platform. Designed
specifically to address the requirements of
migrating from direct fibre to IP networks,
the DLC450 supports auto-sensing of
standards-based, broadcast-quality
HD-SDI, SD-SDI and ASI video formats.
Integrated within the DigiLink platform,
the DLC450 utilises SMPTE 2022-1/2/5/6IP
encapsulation and optional Forward
Error Correct (FEC) algorithms for flexible
configurations that maximise reliable
performance and minimise latency.
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HEVC a key driver
for 4K/Ultra HD,
and more
Said to offer double
the coding efficiency of
the AVC/H.264 video
compression standard,
HEVC/H.265 has also
been closely associated
with the advancement of
4K/Ultra HD.
Josephine Tan provides
an update.

A bridge to monitor high
density IP networks
Bridge Technologies has announced the
VB440-V dual Gigabit Ethernet virtual probe
(pictured), which monitors high density IP
media traffic in core broadcasting networks,
production studios, outside broadcast (OB)
and master control centres. Designed to
enable users to quickly rectify problems
and maximise Quality of Service (QoS), the
VB-440 supports dual 40 Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces and SDI-over-IP, thus providing
network operators and digital media
organisations with an analytics solution
for thousands of streams and multiple
technologies in real time and in parallel, said
Bridge Technologies.
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Teleport operator STN has been employing Elemental Technologies’ solutions to power its
unified headend delivery of broadcast and OTT TV content in HEVC/H.265 to its subscribers.

roadcasting 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) content
is simply not possible without the highefficiency video coding (HEVC)/H.265
video compression standard, declares Ian
Trow, senior director, emerging technology and strategy, Harmonic.
HEVC/H.265, Trow tells APB, is essential for delivering high-resolution
content such as 4K/UHD as it provides
up to 50% bitrate savings, thereby making the distribution of 4K/UHD content
viable, especially where service scalability
is a key concern.
He explains: “With HEVC/H.265,
operators can reduce the data rate needed
for high-quality video coding to deliver
better video quality using the same amount
of bandwidth, or the same quality using
lesser bandwidth.”
For instance, during the 2016 French
Open tennis championship held in June
this year, viewers in Paris were able to
enjoy the tournament in 4K/UHD on
channel 81 over TDF, a French digital
terrestrial television (DTT) technical network operator, and on Fransat’s 4K/UHD
channel, which delivered live coverage of
the semi-finals and final matches during
the last four days of the tournament.
One contributor to the successful delivery of the tournament was Harmonic’s
ViBE 4K/UHD real-time encoder, which
offers HEVC/H.265 compression efficiency that enables the encoding of 4K/

UHD content at a bitrate compatible
with satellite, cable, terrestrial and fibre
networks.
In partnership with Eutelsat and
TDF, the French Tennis Federation
and France Télévisions used the ViBE
4K/UHD encoder to broadcast the
French Open live in 4K/UHD with
high dynamic range (HDR) according to the hybrid log-gamma (HLG)
specification, while audio encoding was performed in Dolby AC-4.
Viewers equipped with 4K/UHD TV
sets compatible with DVB-T2 and
HEVC/H.265 were able to experience
the tournament through a combination of HDR and HLG technologies.
Commenting on the live transmission of the French Open, Trow
elaborates: “The biggest challenge we
faced was bandwidth. On the terrestrial network, two 4K/UHD channels
were broadcast with limited bandwidth
availability.
“Thanks to the ViBE 4K/UHD
HEVC/H.265 encoder, we were able
to achieve an excellent picture quality at extremely low bitrates, less than
20Mbps on terrestrial network and
30Mbps on satellite, which is challenging to achieve for sports content.”
Designed to encode content in real
time via the HEVC/H.265 video compression standard, the ViBE 4K/UHD

David Siah

Chairman
Cloud Security Alliance
Singapore

In June this year, Harmonic’s ViBE 4K/UHD encoder aided the delivery of the 2016 French Open
tennis championship in 4K/UHD to Parisians.

encoder processes uncompressed 4K/
UHD signals at eight times the bitrate
of current HD sources, and employs a
10-bit precision encoding technology
to preserve the image details, sharpness and colour gradients throughout
the distribution process, according to
Harmonic.
As bandwidth availability and connectivity may remain at a premium
in certain regions, Trow also recommends adopting HEVC/H.265 in an
HD streaming environment as it offers
improvements over its predecessor, the
advanced video coding (AVC)/H.264
standard. He explains: “HEVC/H.265
improves coding efficiency through
several innovative tools, such as enhanced motion compensated filtering, multiple coding block sizes and
expanded loop filters.”
Trow is also convinced that for 4K/
UHD services to be widely launched in
the future, HDR will be a key component, even as 4K/UHD HDR poses another challenge — that of requiring enhanced 10-bit encoding on consumer
devices. “Thus, Harmonic’s ViBE 4K/
UHD encoder ensures superior video
quality, up to 2160p60 (HEVC/H.265
Main 10 profile), at minimum bandwidth,” he adds.
Although the adoption of
HEVC/H.265 has largely been driven
by the broadcast of 4K/UHD content,
it should not be restricted solely to
this purpose, suggests Mark Cousins,
manager, professional services, AsiaPacific, Elemental Technologies.
He says: “It is all about the additional content that people today
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BBC R&D releases first version of Turing codec
The BBC Research and Development (R&D)
department has released the first version of
the Turing codec, an open-source software
codec compliant with the high-efficiency
video coding (HEVC)/H.265 standard.
According to a new technical paper from
BBC R&D, entitled The open-source Turing
codec: Towards fast, flexible and parallel
HEVC/H.265 encoding, the main driver for
the development of the Turing codec is to
support the distribution of 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) content in eight and 10 bits per
component, 4:2:0 format and up to 60fps.
Designed to comply with the Main
and Main 10, the Turing codec features
low memor y consumption, advanced
parallelisation schemes and fast encoding
algorithms. The final goal, according to
BBC R&D, is to achieve a fast HEVC/H.265

expect. From mobile and over-thetop (OTT) video, these services are
also benefiting from HEVC/H.265
efficiency gains of up to 50%.”
Acknowledging the bandwidth
efficiency that HEVC/H.265 has to
offer, Cousins adds that employing
HEVC/H.265 also improves picture quality for live and file-based
content in not only 4K/UHD but
also HD and SD resolutions. “By
encoding existing bouquets of HD
and SD content in HEVC/H.265,
broadcasters and service providers are able to free bandwidth to
expand their delivery options, such
as in OTT and LTE-enhanced mobile video services,” he elaborates.
For example, Slovenia-based
teleport operator Satellite Tele
communications Network (STN)
has chosen Elemental solutions to
power the unified headend delivery
of broadcast and OTT TV content
in HEVC/H.265 to its subscribers.
STN has been employing
Elemental Live, a software-based
live video processing solution
managed by Elemental Conductor
— a video network management
system — to transcode channel
content in six different profiles
for adaptive streaming. To ensure
that reliability and security requirements for content delivery
networks (CDN) are met, profiles
are published on Elemental Delta
origin servers, where the CDN
can pick up the content for multiscreen OTT delivery.

software encoder suitable for a variety of
applications.
Some areas BBC R&D focused on included reducing the memory footprint and
the complexity of encoding stages, and
attention was also paid to evaluating the
impact of HEVC/H.265 tools on compression
efficiency and complexity.
According to Saverio Blasi, senior
research engineer at BBC R&D, video
transcoding is one of the biggest challenges
today in terms of the volume of data it handles, and of its vast demand upon computing resources. Thus, the Turing codec was
“designed from scratch to be as lightweight
as possible in terms of memory consumption to allow the cost needed for encoding
to be reduced”.
With the goal of defining a set of

Designed for OTT service providers,
the EyeQ video compression solution
delivers HEVC/H.265 performance
using existing AVC/H.264-based
codecs, says Keith Lissak, senior
director, Product Marketing, Harmonic.

To date, according to Cousins,
HEVC/H.265 is in widespread
tests and early developments
across a whole spectrum of applications including satellite directto-home (DTH), contribution,
OTT, video-on-demand (VoD)
and 4K/UHD broadcasts, where
bandwidth efficiency is required
alongside high picture quality.
However, he stresses that
one of the hurdles to widespread
HEVC/H.265 adoption remains
with set-top boxes (STBs), as operators face “massive and potentially”
expensive upgrades to newer STBs.
Therefore, Cousins suggests
employing a software-defined video approach that can support both
AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265
streams within a single mux.

requirements to guide the development
of the encoder, the Turing codec combines two features: An optimised software
framework composed by C++11 constructs
and assembly optimisations, as well as
advanced algorithms and coding tools,
to ensure efficient encoding of videos at
different quality levels under a variety of
conditions.
Some functionalities that the Turing
codec supports include: Encoding of
slice types I, P and B; configurable intrarefresh period; coding units (CU) sizes
and prediction units (PU) types specified
in HEVC/H.265; rate control; shot change
detection; and rate distortion optimised
quantisation (RDOQ).
Currently, the Turing codec supports
three speed presets — slow, medium and

This approach, he explains, will
allow operators to upgrade their
subscribers’ STBs by integrating
HEVC/H.265, without causing
disruption to existing services.
Harmonic’s Trow maintains
his stand that HEVC/H.265 is
currently the “only real choice”
for 4K/UHD distribution. “For SD
and HD broadcast and OTT services, operators may continue to
use AVC/H.264, due to significant
traction on the client’s player and
decoder side, although the bitrate
will be twice that of HEVC/H.265.”
At IBC 2016, Harmonic introduced EyeQ, a real-time video
compression optimisation solution that delivers viewing experiences on Internet-connected
devices while reducing OTT
bitrates. Keith Lissak, senior director, product marketing, Harmonic,
says: “EyeQ is a new enhancement
for the Harmonic PURE Compression Engine, which is a softwarebased encoding and transcoding
platform.”
Designed to improve quality of experience (QoE) for OTT
service providers, EyeQ uses an
existing AVC/H.264-based codec
to enable “a more consistent”
viewing experience with enhanced
video quality and less buffering
on constrained networks, and
increases the ability to reach more
consumers over congested mobile
networks.
“With EyeQ, operators can get

fast. Conducting different experiments using the Main and Main 10 profiles to access
the performance of the Turing codec, BBC
R&D found that the performance of the
Turing codec is “generally weighted towards
achieving higher compression efficiency”,
although the Main 10 profile only supports
the medium and fast presets.
Concluding the results from initial assessments, BBC R&D stated that the Turing
codec “achieves consistent results across
a variety of content, provides high coding
efficiency for relatively low complexity requirements, lowers memory requirements
with respect to similar projects, and results
in comparable subjective qualities for lower
bitrates than those typically required by
practical codecs used in the broadcasting
chain”.

HEVC/H.265 performance with
an existing AVC/H.264 codec and
infrastructure, and eliminates the
need to download or upgrade STBs
and devices,” Lissak concludes.
Separately, another video compression solutions service provider is V-Nova, who developed
the Perseus video compression
technology to enable data and
video to be transported, stored and
secured with greater compression.
The Perseus technology is offered as an application, embedded
software or as a codec plug-in, and
has been deployed on Sky’s IPTV
platform in Italy. Fabio Murra,
SVP, product & marketing (TV
& media), V-Nova, says: “The
integration of Perseus has halved
the HD bitrate of the IP service for
Sky’s STBs, from 8Mbps to 4Mbps.
“This reduces buffering times,
improves encoding density and
doubles the personal video recorder (PVR) capacity. It also
enhances the viewing experience
for Sky Italy customers, and allows
them to expand the reach of its full
HD offerings over the existing IP

infrastructure.”
The Perseus technology is
capable of working in two modes:
Pure, which only recognises the
Perseus technology; and a hybrid mode, where it provides the
metadata on top of an existing
codec, such as AVC/H.264 or
HEVC/H.265, to improve the
bitrate quality.
Murra also observes that the
concept of broadcast is being redefined, as operators have to address
changing consumers’ viewing
habits, which now span across
multiple platforms, on multiple
screens with different sizes and
aspect ratios.
He concludes: “Delivery mechanisms are going to be fragmented,
which means operators have to deliver in multiple resolutions, such
as 4K/UHD and mobile versions.
They will also have to consider
video compression technologies
such as AVC/H.264, HEVC/H.265
and Perseus. I believe this will
drive a best-of-breed approach
that is going to be dictated by
software-defined workflows.”

❝Delivery mechanisms are going to be
fragmented as operators have to deliver in
multiple resolutions across multiple screens
… A best-of-breed approach is going to be
dictated by software-defined workflows.❞
— Fabio Murra,
SVP, Product & Marketing (TV & Media), V-Nova

Strategic partnership offers end-to-end OTT solutions
In order to deliver a “comprehensive solution” designed to assist content owners and
video service providers (VSPs) in maximising
the revenue potential of their over-the-top
(OTT) services, Imagine Communications
and Siemens Convergence Creators have
formed a new strategic partnership.
A key component of the deal sees the integration of the Smart Video Platform, Siemens Convergence Creators’ modular and
open online video platform, with Imagine

Communications’ CloudXtream media and
ad delivery solutions to enable a complete,
end-to-end solution for service providers.
The combined solution delivers to VSPs
a one-shop-stop for offering video-ondemand (VoD), live/linear and cloud DVR
services using subscription, targeted adsupported or hybrid monetisation models.
The new strategic pairing holds the
potential to transform the OTT operations
of VSPs around the world, declared Charlie

Vogt, CEO of Imagine Communications.
“Siemens Convergence Creators’ middleware and backend integration expertise
is the perfect complement to our encoding, processing and delivery technologies,
as well as Imagine’s revenue-generating
targeted ad insertion capabilities,” he
elaborated.
Siemen’s Smart Video Engine suite includes Business Management System (BMS),
Data Hub and Applications modules, and is

now integrated with Imagine Communications’ CloudXtream solutions for live, cloud
DVR and VoD services — all supported by
targeted dynamic ad insertion.
This integration, said the companies,
creates a multi-language, multi-currency,
end-to-end offering with a subscription
backend and client apps to support truly
global OTT services. The integrated solution
will be offered by Imagine Communications
through its global sales channels.
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Catch a flick with FLIK TV
by lavesh samtani

FLIK TV is the only premium
Indonesian HD movie channel
in the world. The channel, which
was launched earlier this year, has
an unmatched and vast library of
Indonesian movies across various
genres. All the movies in FLIK TV’s
library have been remastered in
high-quality HD resolution, providing round-the-clock premium
content for viewers.
Prior to deployment, FLIK TV
considered multiple delivery mediums. While satellite is traditionally
used for television distribution, we
wanted to explore the economic
benefits and scalability of cloud
delivery.
After reviewing various playout
solutions available in the market today, we selected Amagi’s CloudPort

channel playout platform.
While there were several factors that led to our decision, one
of the key reasons why we chose
CloudPort is because its edge
playout solution does not require
large upfront capital investment, unlike traditional models.
CloudPort also gives us the control to scale operations on an asneeded basis.
Hosted on the Amazon AWS
cloud infrastructure, CloudPort
allows us to support the entire
playout workflow — from content preparation to storage and
archival, playlist management and
scheduling, graphics insertion,
playout, delivery and monitoring. Furthermore, by augmenting
the CloudPort platform with its
round-the-clock managed playout
service, Amagi helped us go live

in just a few weeks at a fraction
of traditional satellite delivery
costs.
We have partnered with TV operator Telkom Indonesia, where the
CloudPort edge server is installed.
The edge server plays feature-rich
graphics, audio and video based
on our playlist. We can manage
the entire workflow on a secure
cloud network from any remote
location by using a Web-based
user interface. We especially like
this feature as it gives us tremendous flexibility to manage our
operations without having to set
up a dedicated physical infrastructure.
Another motivating factor for
us to deploy CloudPort was the
ease of integration. The platform
offers seamless integration with
third-party scheduling, automa-

tion, and asset
management systems, thus speeding
up the deployment.
As all of our content assets have
been migrated to the cloud, we can
now easily broaden our footprint
into non-contiguous geographies.
Additionally, over-the-top (OTT)
multi-screen playout is a viable
option with CloudPort, when the
need arises.
CloudPort has certainly simplified FLIK TV’s entire broadcast
workflow so that we can concentrate on what’s most important —
delivering a world-class entertain-

Amagi’s CloudPort
channel playout platform
allows Indonesia’s FLIK TV to
support the entire playout workflow
— from content preparation to storage
and archival, playlist management and
scheduling, graphics insertion, playout,
delivery and monitoring.

ment experience to our subscribers.
Choosing a cloud channel playout
platform over satellite, we got off
the ground quickly and we now
have the financial freedom to
launch feeds in new regions in less
than four weeks.
Lavesh Samtani is COO at FLIK TV.

ADB enhances content accessibility

The online graphyne2 Multiscreen UX offers optimised user interfaces for a
range of device technologies with common business logic, connecting the user
experience between mobile devices, tablets, PCs, smart TVs and set-top boxes.

graphyne2, ADB’s next-generation personal TV software platform, is now enhanced with the Multiscreen
UX function. The new capability is designed to help
operators simplify the delivery of content, along with
key service features such as search and user personalisation across multiple devices.
The online graphyne2 Multiscreen UX offers optimised user interfaces for a range of device technologies with common business logic, connecting the
user experience between mobile devices, tablets, PCs,
smart TVs and set-top boxes (STBs) — as well as a
roadmap for the TVs supporting operator apps, which
can be added to the HbbTV 2.0 specification. The
result for operators is reduced integration costs and
less need for ongoing investment, according to ADB.
The graphyne2 Multiscreen UX is also fully customisable and gives connected operators, including
IPTV, two-way cable and over-the-top (OTT) providers, much more flexibility in managing the look and
feel of their interface remotely through the App

configurator.
Wojciech Doganowski, VP product marketing,
personal TV at ADB, said: “Subscribers want to enjoy
content through whichever device they prefer, along
with access to extended features such as search,
personalisation and recommendations in a consistent
platform that takes advantage of the strengths and
overcomes the weaknesses of each device.”
The problem for operators, he pointed out, is that,
with an increasingly fragmented assortment of STBs
and customer-owned-yet-service-supported devices,
they need a way of reducing the cost burden while
paving the way for the enablement of new revenue
generating services and third-party products.
“Our Multiscreen UX approach addresses both of
these issues by delivering a set of unique presentation layers for each device category, along with a
unified back-end that helps operators to offer consistency and reliability across the entire device estate,”
Doganowski concluded.
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